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HARJULA POINTS OUT HAZARDS TO

FLYING WHICH WOULD BE CREATED

BY THOMASTON DUMP ON DEXTER ST.
Arthur Harjula. veteran charter constitute an obstruction to vision
pilot and instructor, who and endanger the safety of pilots
owns the Penobscot Flying Service and aircraft using the airport. The
additional problem of trying to
presents the following letter for
avoid sea gulls would only add to
study by the citizens of Thomas
the difficulty in attempting a land
ton.
ing or takeoff. There would also be
He expresses deep concern over
the possibility of a collision be
the possible location of a town
tween two planes under some of
dump on Dexter Street and the
the conditions that would be pres
hazards to flying it could create.
ent.”
plane

Senator Frederick G. Payne of a* the time it was introduced fol-’
took the first step lows:
“This bill would amend the
Thursday in establishing the same
Fisheries Cooperative Marketing
marketing rights for fishermen ns
Act of 1934 to provide that neith
have been accorded farmers for er individual fishermen nor non
decades.
profit fishermen ass-coiations shail
The terms of the bill co-spon be subject to the anti-trust laws
sored by Senator Margaret Chase with regard to fishing activities.
Smith, would remove fishermen The bill is intended to give
from prosecution under the anti American fishermen the same
trust laws, such as is now the statutory treatment as is accord
situation in the U. S. District ed to farmers under section 6 of
the Clatlon Act of 1914 which
Court in Portland.
In indicting the Maine Lobstei- provides that 'nothing. . . in the
men’s Association of 2300 mem antitrust laws shall. . . forbid the
bers and its president, Leslie existence and operation of. . .
Dyer of Vinalhaven, the Anti- agricultural or horticultural or
Trust Division of the government ganizations. instituted for. . . mu
has assumed that lobstermcn tual help, and not having capital
haven’t the right to sell their stock or conducted for profit. . .
catches for what they consider a nof shall such organizations or
fair price—and have no right to the mcmeibrs thereof, be held or
withhold lobsters from the market construed to be illegal combina
if the price is not to their liking. tions or conspiracies in restrain j
Farmers hive federal protection of trade under the anti-trust laws.’ I
“The Fisheries Cooperative Mar
in this field and may withhold
produce from market, and enjoy keting Act of 1934 was patterned
the protection of existng laws. It after the Capper-Volstead Act
is this legislation under which the of 1922 which gave Agricultural
two Maine senators seek to place Marketing Cooperatives an ex
emption frem the anti-trust laws.
the fishermen.
Senator Payne's explanation of For many years it was assumed
the bill on the floor of the Senate that fishermen enjoyed the same
status as farmers under the anti
trust laws, but it is now contended
Payson Decides
that the 1931 act, by its terms, is
limited to marketing coopera
To Seek Fifth
tives and does not exempt indivi
dual fishermen or non-profit fish
Prosecutor Term
ermen's associations which fall
short cf being cooperatives.
“The problem created by the
present interpretation of the pro
visions of the 1934 act was brought

in’o sharp focus last summer
when the Maine Lobstermen's As
sociation as an organization and
its president as an individual
were indicted by the Department
of Justice for a conspiracy in
restraint of trade. The case de
veloped when an over-supply of
lobsters
during the
summer
months drove the price down to
a point where the fishermen felt
they could no longer operate
their boats. This over-supply of
lobsters was caused by early
shedding and by large imports of
Canadian lobsters. In an effort
to improve the critical economic
situation within the lobster indus
try the Maine lobster fishermen
stopped fishing in order to reduce
the supply so that the price would
return to reasonable level. This
action led to a federal grand jury
investigation which in turn re
sulted in the indictment of the
Maine Lobstermen's Association
and its president for a conspiracy
in restraint of trade.
‘ This case is presently pend
ing before the Federal District
Court in Portland, Maine, and
the trial is scheduled to be hi Id
in May. It should be made ab
solutely clear that the bill which
I have introduced and these remaiks are in no way intended to
influence or affect the pending
litigation. The bill would have
no retroactive effect, and the
pending case would be decided
strictly under the provisions of
law existing at the time the con
troversy arose.
“The Department of Justice
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Three engineers of the Sylvania Electric Prod acts, Inc., plant in Waldoboro were presented com
pany checks this week for patent application on improvements made by them on fluorescent light start
ers which the firm manufactures. Making the presentations was A. A. Weeks, second from left, the
plant manager. From the right are: William D. Bragdon, engineer with the firm since 1955; Mr. W'eel»;
Richard E. Perkins, supervisor of product engineering with Sylvania since ’49; and Erwin F. Hutchins,
senior engineer of the plant who has been with the company since 1951.

Sperl Candidate

WASHINGTON ELECTIONS TONIGHT

For Legislature

PROMISE ACTION AS SEVERAL
CONTESTS FOR OFFICE LISTED

j

(Continued on Page Two)

His lettei follows:

I have been nine years build
March 20. 1958
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:
I ing up my business. In 1950. the
I have just lead the article in runway was extended to meet state
the Thursday issue regarding the requirements and again in 1957,
proposed Thomaston dump site on at an expense of several thousands
of dollars to myself.
Dexter Street and am deeply dis
turbed, both to the nuisance it will1 Because of the closeness of the
create, as well as to the measure proposed Dexter Street dump, to
of distance, as described in the my runway, the takeoffs and land
ings would be at extremely low alti
paper.
As fnoet people will generally' tudes—'and the smoke and heat
know, who have been associated from the dump causing turbulent
with airplanes, one end of the run air, would also create a constant
way is as important as the other, danger.
either in landing or takeoffs. The !
I trust The Courier-Gazette will
end of my new runway is only 166 print this lettei in their next issue,
yards from the end of the proposed such that the citizens of Thomaston
Dexter Street dump.
can get a clear picture of the seri-1
In a letter I have received from ous hazardous conditions that
the Maine Aeronautics Commission would be created by the location of
it states: “The Maine Aeronautics the dump on Dexter Street, as proCommission becomes interested in prosed.
Please bear in mind that I can
such a matter affecting a licensed
commercial airport such as you see the need for discontinuing the
have established at Thomaston, if one on Roxbury Street, and the
it concerns public safety or is con need for a new site, but Dexter
sidered contrary to the best in Street is not the answer, especially
terest of aviation within the state. where there are other locations
In this instance it can be agreed available.
that smoke from the dump may i
Arthur Harjula.

Issue

Senator Payne Introduces Bill To
Sylvania Engineers Improve Product Design
Give Fishermen Same Marketing
Protection The Farmers Enjoy
Waldoboro

Photo by Genthner
Archie D. Sanborn, S3, seuted, will take over the Waldoboro town
manager duties on April 7. His predecessor, Klden H. Shute, standing,
is about to take up the reins of the town government in Gorham after
three years at Waldoboro. Sanborn, a native of West Enriold. has been
manager at Greenville since 1931.
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SCHOOL DISTRICT FORMATION MAY

COME ONLY AFTER CAREFUL STUDY
OF SYSTEMS, NEEDS, FINANCES
With a study of the possibility it to the commission has to be
of Rockland, Rockport. Owls Head done before any official action can
and South Thomaston joining in be taken in towns considering a
a single school district now being combination.
The gathering of information,
made there are probably a num
now
being done by the school com
her of questions in the minds of
mittees of the four towns, covers
voters as to just whit steps are
I seven major areas.
followed in forming such a dis
j 1. An extensive population and
trict.
Of special concern in the minds economic study to aid in predict
of many will also be the question ing future enrollments.

2. A complete report on each
of what safeguards there arc
against making a decision with school building in the district, how
out first having all the informa it is being used now and how it
Curtis M. Payson of Union an tion that is required. Since these might be used in the future.
nounced Thursday that he will questions are closely connected it
3. A report on school personnel
seek re-election to th-e position of would be well to consider them including teachers, administrators,
: special teachers. janitors and
Knox county attorney on the Re at the same time.
publican ticket.
The Sinclair Bill, which governs 1 maintenance men.
4. A report on the program of
He will oppose the Democratic th» formation of these units, out
Party candidate, Domenic Cucci- lines the steps to be followed and studies in both the elementary and
nello of Thomaston, whom he d - contain.s definite provisions to high school and improvements
feated for the office in 1956.
g’larantee that the final decision that need to be made.
5. A report on finances, includ
Payson had previously indicated of the voters will be made on the
ing present costs of operating and
that he would not seek re-election basis of a full set of facts.
to the office, expressing a desire
In passing the bill the Legisla estimates of future costs.
6. A transportation study to
to devote his full time to private ture encouraged the formation of
show just what bus routes would
practice.
districts to promote more effi
exist and how many pupils would
Since that time, associates in cient schools.
the legal profession and people ! As has been stated before, the be transported.
7. A recommendation for the
around the county have prevailed bill provides definite financial as
type of school organization which
upon him to again place his name sistance to help
communities
would best meet the needs of the
in nomination.
carry out the district plan of or
towns.
Payson’s formal announcement i ganization.
Once all this information is com
a? candidate for county attorney 1 At the same time the members
caused another lawyer, Galen P. f of the Legislature have made it piled and checked, it is then sub
LeGassey of Rockland to with-I very clear that they did not wish mitted to the Commission for its
draw his name from nomination to deprive any towns of its lights permission to begin the actual
steps in forming a district.
on the Republican ticket.
as a municipal unit, nor to have
One more step has to be taken
The
Union
resident
who i districts formed until the desir
Before the application will be ap
practices law in Rockland, is cur ability of such a district had been
proved. This step consists of a
rently serving his fourth two, completely studied.
meeting of the school committees
year term in office which expires j To insure this careful study the
and municipal officers of all the
wwith the close of 1938.
bill provides for a state School
towns involved. At this meeting
District Commission to pass on all these representatives of the towns
applications for a district. This decide upon the size of the board
FMENOLY CIRCLE SUPPER
commission of well qualified nu n
of directors and the number of
MKAT LOAF. SALAH. PIK
studies each application and de
directors from each town.
Tuesday, March 25 — 6 p. m. mands an extensive amount of in
It is only after all these steps
Federated Church, Thomaston formation before it will approve have been taken that voters would
an application. This step of gath
Adali* SI .Mt
Children (MMbe asked to approve or disap
ering information and submitting
prove the forming of such a dis
trict.
The election of the board of di
rectors would take place after all
the towns had voted to join the
district and the School District
ROCKPORT TOWN HALL
Commission had given its final ap
proval.
MARCH 27 - 28 - 29

Curtis M. Paynon
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William Sperl
;
The second selectman of Wash :
ington. William Sperl. announced
Thursday that he will be a can
didate for representative to the
Legislature for the
towns of
Union Washington, Rockport and
Warren on th»- Democratic ticket
He will oppose the incumbent
Robert Hcald of Union, who i.
see-king re-election on the Re put
lican ticket to his second term.
Sperl. who was born in Nev
Haven. Conn., graduated from th<
University of Tennessee with a
Bacheloi of Science in Education
degree in 1946 after serving three
years in the Army.
He was discharged from the
Army with rank of captain. The
Washington
candidate received
the combat infantry badge and
the- bronze star in the European ■
1
Theatre.
Sperl was the physical educa
tion and biology
teacher in
Bloomfield. Conn., for one year
after graduating from college.
For the next several years, he
was first the public relations and
adult program director for the
Waterbury, Conn.. YMCA
and
later for the YMCA in Spring
field. Mass.
From 1933 to 1954. he was
principal of the Prescott Memorial
School in Washington.
For the
past several years, he has been
in the insurance field.
In addition to being the second
selectman in Washington, h<- is
also the president of the town's
Volunteer
Fire
Department,
chairman of the Knox-Lincoln 4-H
Club
Leaders
Association,
3
number of the local Grange, and
a charter member of the board
of directors of th' Knox County
Industrial and Development As
sociation.
He is married to the former
Shirley Brown of Meriden. Conn.
The Spearls have two children,
ages 11 and 1.3.

Washington is scheduled to hold
its postponed town meeting this
evening at 7 o’clock at the Town
House.
Veteran
Selectman
Archie
Lenteat. in office 21 years1 or
more, is being challenged by Sec
ond Selectman William
Sperl.
Last year, Sperl unseated incum
bent Charles Chase for the post
he hajj held the past 12 months.
Sperl has also announced his
candidacy for representative to
Legislature on the Democratic
ticket for the class town of Wash
ington, Warren. Union and Rockport.
Contests have developed also
for the other two berths on the
Board of Selectmen. James Grinnell and Charles Chase are conesting for the second selectman's
position and Talbot Johnson, the

incumbent, and Frank Mank for
the third position on the board.
Candidates for road commisdener are Edward Weaver and
Bradley Brann.
Gertrude Jones, running for reelection to the Scliool Board, is
opposed by Nelson Hunstman.
One group is prepared to nomi
nate Curtis Payson of Union to
serve as moderator of the meet
ing. Payson is the county attor
ney and on Thursday announced
his candidacy for re-no minatioa
on the Republican ticket.
First Selectman Lenfest was
queried Friday on the possibility
of postponement of the Saturday
meeting.
He said that he be
lieved that if the storm cleared
by Saturday morning, all roads
of the town could be cleared by
meeting time at 7 p. m.

SECOND FISHERMEN S MUG UP TO

3E SERVED AT MARTINSVILLE

3RANGE HALL THIS EVENING
The second Fishermen’' Mug Up
upper is scheduled for Ocean
Irange in Martinsville today from
» o’clock until all are fed.

land. one of the attorneys con
cerned with the lobstermen’s de
fense, will be present and speak
briefly to those attending.

Chairmen of the event are Mr
ind Mrs. Everett Watts, assisted
)y all members of the Grange.
The menu will be baked beans
and covered dishes, all donated by
townspeople.
The first Mug Up was held a
few weeks ago by Owls Head
Grange when they fed upwards of
100 and finally netted a sum in
excess of $500.
All funds from the Martinsville
supper will be given to the Maine
Lobstermen’s Association to aid in
its battle to clear itself of anti
trust violation charges brought by
the federal government. The trial
s scheduled for mid-May in the
U. S. District Court in Portland.
Philip Chapman, Jr.. of Port

Similar events are planned all
along the coast with some areas
staging dances and others raising
funds by cash contirbutions from
i individuals and organizations.
I It has been estimated that the

• lobstermcn will need $2,000 or more
to pay expenses of the trial which
i may continue as long as seven
weeks.
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HOTEL

MIRMKRLY MKKKVS
DINING ROOM NOW OPEN
SPECIAL

Southern Fried Chicken

$1410
33*33

C and F
ENTERPRISES
Announces Their Affiliation
with

Norfolk Paint Company
AS DEALERS
IN THE KNOX COUNTY AREA
See Us and the

Complete Norfolk Paint Line
Sunday drivers are unpredict
able. You never know what day
of the week you’ll run into one.

At the Better Homes Show
IT WILL BE OUR PLEASURE TO SERVE YOU IN SALES

Josephine Daniels took office as
Secretary of the Navy. March 5.
1913.

TEL. tOTO

CAL5O
HEATING OIL
COMMUNITY OIL 00.

TV MAIN ATKBET
We Give Top 'alee Stauapa

AS WELL AS CONTRACTING

DON’T FORGET TO REGISTER AT OUR BOOTH
FOR OUR PRIZE OF A FREE PAINT JOB
Value up to $50.00

CLARK AND FALLER
P. 0. BOX 171

ROCKLAND, ME.
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Capt. Rossiter, Jr.,
Opposes Big
Spending
Camden Maine
March 19. 1958
Editor of The Courier-Gazette :
In a recent issue of a Port lend
newspaper written by John Harri
man, I believ.- it should ha\e
much consideration.
Mr. Harriman stateHigher
•tvages are not the way to cure the
slump. It is time for price
and not pay raises. We are as
sured that labor will continue to
pre»s for the usual annual wage
increases, this time on a reces
sion cure, on grounds that higher
wages would had to higher pur
chasing powei
“To raise wages in face of
growing numbers of jobless. de
clining volume and general con
traction. is a form of economic
madness. This is the time when
every effort should be made to
reduce costs and subsequently
prices. That is the way to in
crease purchasing power, and the
only wav.”
The fact every’ time, as we
have
experienced, that wages
rise it has been and is the gen
eral idea to up every thing so
every’one
gets
their
inflated
slice of cake. All will agree that
what goes up must some time
come down and the higher it goes
the harder it falls. The inflation
balloon it seems is getting out of
control and should it burst, great
would be the fall thereof.
A reduction in taxes is nowbeing considered for remedy. The
fact the Government. State, City
and Town are all in debt. They
have a bull by the tail and can’t
let go.
The governors of many states
and their superiors had their
meeting and they may’ decide on
something, probably that getting
in debt does not pay and there
must be a day of reckoning.
F. W. Rossiter.

Any person who neglects to am
ply
with this notice will be
doomed to a tax according to the
laws of the State and be barred
of the right to make application
either to the Asmsot, Board of
Atnwnt Review,
or County
Commissioners for any Abatement
of Taxes, unless such person offers
such list with his application and
satMflss the Aon mar
was
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Owls Head Sports Squads Feted Wednesday
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EDITORIAL

A SOBERING LESSON TO BE LEARNED

\

A five year old Rockland boy had a narrow escape
Thursday, and will probably never come closer to death
and not cross the great divide. There was no intentional
« aielessness. hut potential death was there all the same.
A sober lesson should be learned from the near ending
of this young life. Like many young mothers, his had not
realized the danger from leaving .a powerful, death-dealing
disinfectant where the small, innocent hands could reach it.
Only heroic measures by a quick thinking physician
saved tho imperilled life and a dreadful lesson should be
taught to every young parent, and grandparent as well.
Never, even lor one passing instant, should any strong
disinfectant be left on a low shelf or table where small
hands can reach it
The responsibility certainly should
be shared by grandparents, for had they taught their oun
children the danger, the disinfectant would always be
placed on a high shelf by the mothers of the younger gen
eration

i

fhoto by Shear
The co-captain* of the Owls Head boys’ and girls' basketball hoop teams are looking at their awards
presented Wednesday night. From left to right they are: Bob Walker, Bill Min*on, < beryl Harvey and
Bonnie Dyer. Bonnie is also captain of the cheerleader*
Ow’ls Head Selectman Charlesiters and certificates to the followC. Wotton. who is also the basket- in£ boys on
Owls Head basket
ball team: Co-captains Bob Walk
ball commissioner in Maine, told
er and Bill Stinson. Raymond
the members of the Owls Head Epps. Raymond Wooster, Donald
boys and girls basketball teams Fournier, David Knowlton. Bill
and the school's cheerleaders Meehan. Joe Mathieson. Steve
about the will to win at a banquet Kalloch. Carl Woodman, StanleyWednesday night at the Owls Elliot and Manager George Ross.

The boys placed second in the
Head Central School
The banquet was sponsored by Bus Line League this season with
the School Improvement League an eight win and three loss rec
and was under the chairmanship ord.
Receiving awards on the girls
of Mrs. Lloyd Painter.
Reginald L. Dews, principal of basketball team were
Co-cap
the school, presented letters and tains Bonnie Dyer and Cherv!
Susan
Oakes.
Linda
certificates to the members of Harvey,
the sport squads and to the ch^er- Dyer. Evelyn Everett. Helen Joy.
Ann Walker. Marion Knowlton.
leading section.
Commissioner Wotton empha Sally- Stinson. Marv Glover and
sized that the will to win should Virginia Willis.
not overshadow the values of good
Cheerleaders honored, many- of
sportmanship. He also mentioned whom doubled as players on the
the integral values of studies and girls sextette were: Captain Bon
sports with emphasis on
the nie Dyer. Cheryl Harvey, Marion
Municipal Court
former.
Knowlton,
Helen Joy, Caroline
Charles Wellman. 45. of Waldo
Principal Dews presented let- Thompson. Lorraine Tinker, Sally
boro, was found guilty in Munici
pal Court Thursday morning of
Route 17 in Rockland
Alfred M. Strout.
driving a vehicle while under the
• • •
Rockland police testified that
influence of liquor and was fined
Lester
Bracy of Cranberry
the}- had received a report March
$310 or 30 days in jail by Judge
20 that a car. later identified as Island pleaded guilty to passing
that belonging to the respondent, a red light at the corner of Union
LEGAL NOTH E
The Selectmen of North Haven had attempted to proceed against and Limerock streets. Rockland,
hereby give notice that Michael; traffic on Main street in Rock March 18 and was fined $20. Rock
Williams of North Haven has ap land.
land police were the complain
plied to them for a fish trap li
Rockland police gave chase to ants
cense described as follows:
The
lead to extend from the sunken the Thomaston town line, where,
ledge southwest of the main ledg< with the cooperation of Thomas
of the said Angie Jordan place ton police, they finally stopped
located on north side of Southern
WALDOBORO
Harbor, for the purpose of catching Wellman on Route 1 in ThomasMRS. RENA CROWELL
herring and mackerel. This trap ton.
Correspondent
to have a iead of 300 feet, a heart
Rockland police also remarked
Main Street, Waldoboro
of 75 feet in length and 90 feet in that the respondent’s car was
Tel. TEmple 2-9261
width and one twine pocket 60 feet
by 60 feet. This trap to extend in proceeding along Route 1 on th*
an ea>t southeast direction to 15 left hand side of the road and
Mi. and Mi- Gordon A Hodgfeet of w-ater at mean low- tide.
went off the side of the road .-* vdon of Waterbury, Conn . have
The Selectmen further give notice eral times.
they will meet at the beach on
been guests of his sister and
• • •
Angie Jordan’s property March
brother-in-law. Mr. and Mrs. John
Don
C.
Haley,
22.
of
Middletown,
2b at 1 p. m. for the purpose of a
hearing on -aid trap.
Notice Conn., pleaded guilty to speeding Miller Elm street
is given in accordance with Chap 65 miles an hour in a 50 mile
Mis. Ethel Benner is a patient
ter 98. Section 7 1954 revised
zone on Route 17 in Rockpor* at Knox Hospital where she ls
statutes
March 10. He was fined $20 *o being treated for a broken hip.
LEWIS HASKELL
Neil Bishop of Stockton Springs
Chairman Board of Selectmen. the complaint which was lodged
North Haven. Maine,
was in town on business recently.
by the Sheriff’s Patrol
March 1*. 195b
34-36
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Moody have
In
Municipal
Court
Friday been on a short trip to Boston.
ASSESSOR’S NOTICE
morning Judge Alfred M. Strout
Mrs. Ida Stahl was in Rockland
CITY OF ROCKLAND
The
Subscriber.
A-^seasor ef continued a charge of driving a Wednesday.
Taxes, of the City of Rockland, vehicle while under the influence
Kenneth Weston and son Waite
hereby gives notice to the Inhate- of liquor against John F Gubbins were in Boston Thursday.
tants of &a.d City arxl other per
Mrs Arthur Brown was hostess
sons having Taxable Property of Marblehead, Mass., without
within said City, to make and bring plea to April 2 pending the re to the Bridge Club Thursday eve
in to said Assessor true and perfect sults of a blood test. He was re ning The meeting next week will
Lists of their polls and all their es
be with Mrs. Willis H. Crowell,
tates, real and personal, in writing leased on $200 bail.
Rockland police stopped him on Main street.
including all property held in trust
aa Guardian, Executor, Adminis
trator, Trustee or otherwise (ex
cept as is by law exempt from
taxation) which they were posses
SEE THE
sor of on the first day of April 1,
195* and be prepared to Make
LATEST HEATING SYSTEM
Oath to the truth o< the same.
And they are particularly re
R. F. Blaisdell & Co. Booth
quested to notify the Asse&>or of
the names of a J persons of whom
At the
they have bought or to whom they
have sold taxable property since
BETTER HOME ANO UVING SHOW
the first day of April, 1957.
And for the purpose of Receiv
Continental Radiant Glassheat
ing sa d lists and making transfer!
of all property bought or sold, the
FREE EITERATVRE
undersigned will be in session ai
LIVE BETTER ELECTRICALLY
the Assessor’s Room, No. 7, City
Buikiing. from 8 30 to twelve
o'clock in the forenoon, and from
two to 4.30 o'clock in the after
noon of
TUESDAY WEDNESDAY.
THURSDAY
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
APRIL 1, 2, 3, 1958
Special Notice to Executors. Ad
ministrators, Trustees or Guar-

(Mans:
The statute provides that you
must bring in to the Assessor a
true and perfect list of ail tax
able property in your possession
to date of April 1, 1958 otherwise
It will be taxed as the statute pro
vides, and any personal examina
tion of property by the Assessor
wlU not be considered as a waiver
of neglect of any person In bring
ing In a true and perfect list as
required by law.

(•

1958 Hillmans

A Rootw Product Built Ir England For 50 Years

HUSKY TUDOR STATION WAGON
$1585.
HUSKY TUDOR STATIONWAGON Deluxe $1698.
SPECIAL 4 DOOR SEDAN
$1785.
DELUXE 4 DOOR SEDAN
$1935.
FOUR DOOR STATIONWAGON
$2384.
Delivered In Rockland and Includes
Heater, Defroster, Directional Lights, Spare Tire

MILLER’S GARAGE, Inc.
25-31 RANKIN STREET
E8TABLBHED 18M

ROCKLAND

Stinson.
Glover.

lx>rna Curtis and Mary

The basketball
commissioner
contributed $25 toward the es
tablishment of an athletic fund
for purchasing equipment. Prin
cipal Dews was presented a set
of cuff links and Alice Walker,
the coach of the girls team, who
is a senior at Rockland High
School, was given money tow-ard
her Washington trip.
Assisting Mrs. Lloyd Painter in
arranging the banquet were: Mrs.
Harriet Lufkin. Miss Margaret
Bartlett
Mrs. Margaret Carr.
Mrs. Bertha Thurston and Mrs.
Clara Kelsey, waitresses.
Mrs. Irene Chase, Mrs. Bar
bara
Entwistle,
Mrs.
Flora
Hary, Mrs. Arlene Cross,
'
Olive Baum and Mrs. Charles
Woodman, prepared the dinner
Mrs. Maxine Bragg. Mrs. Irene
Pipicello and Mrs. Helen Ciaravino were in charge of decora
tions.

Fish and Game

THE RECESSION STARTS TO RECEDE
Through the vigorou- efforts ol the President and Con
gress working in harmonious, non-political effort the re
cession is gradually beginning to pull in its horns, though it
will be a long process.
Locally it is most encouraging to find strong increases
showing in the sale of the sardine pack at the consumer
level. Nearly 500,000 cases have moved from the packers’
warehouses during the past three months which has brought
the inventory of the industry in Maine down to a most fa
vorable position
This will mean a good sardine packing business, a most
important omen for good times in Rockland next summer

WHY HIGH SNOW BILLS-LITTLE SNOW
A highly placed operating official of the State Highway
Commission made a practical statement recently concern
ing State Highway Snow Bills that applies to Rockland’s
-now bills, and may surprise many persons.
The point is that on winters like the one of 1957-58 when
for all except two or three weeks the highways have been
bare or covered only with a thin ice cover, bills are more
than likely to run higher than on years of heavy snow.
The reason is that large quantities of salt and sand,
with resultant labor, are required by these thin ice covers.
The frosts have direct access to the uncovered roads and
the spring repair bills are extremely high due to the great
number of frostbroken spots in the surface. The breaking
up of the tar-topped road- is not nearly as severe on winters
with plentiful snow-.
Sounds likt a paradox but it is fact

Coi. Lester E

Brown, a retired

chief ^ame warden, told the mem
bers of the Knox County Fish and

Game Association Thursday night
at the Odd Fellows Hall in Warren
about the importance of all the ;
fish and game organizations in the
state to pool their efforts for con
servation
Th« head of the Cumberland
County Fish and Game Association I
noted that th« sev eral sporting5 or- j
ganizations in the State should sur- :
v* v their areas concerning the
, hunting and fishing conditions and j
report to the Main* Fish and ,
Game Association
This will give the State associa' tion a chance to have adequate :
background to support or disap- .
prove any proposed wildlife and j
conservation bill.- in the Legisla- j
ture.
The group approved Brown’s j
plan and left the matter of form- )
ing the committee to the board of .
directors.
Fred Black, chairman of the
stocking committee, made a repoit on the basis of a discussion
with Robert Foye, the head of the
Fisheries Division in the State De
< 1
partment of Inland Fish and Game,
i Plan- were discussed concerning
j the resurvey of Alford Lake this
I spring on the basis of the com
mittee’s report.
Ernest Crie submitted a report
1 concerning the association s booth
at the Rockland Kiwanis Better
Homes Show in the Community
1 Building.
Also at the meeting, which was
preceded by a chicken supper,
three game wardens were present,
Supervisor Roy Grey of Augusta,
Winfield Gordon of Warren and
Walter Bisset of Camden.
The April 17 meeting of the as
sociation will be held in Union.

Swinging Beavers

Entertain Patients
At Augusta
Over 200 patients in Augusta
State Hospital were given a Ward
Party Wednesday afternoon by nine
members of the Swinging Beavers.
Under the direction of Mrs. Blanche
Slader of Thomaston, the Beavers,
a group of Knox County house
wives, are bringing music and
cheer to shut-ins
A variety show with piano and
accoidion
accompaniment,
was
given to’ Mrs. Slader. Mis. Vinnie
Benner, Mis. Ruth Maxey, Mrs.
Mildred Harjula and Mrs. Blanche
Lermond of Thoma&toh, and Mrs.
Leona Benner. Mrs. Doris Delano
and Mrs. Adelaide Kaler of Rackland. Tranaportation was furnished

Basketball Squads

(Continued From Page One)

maintains that it had no alterna

The boys and girls varsity
tive but to prosecute under the teams, their coaches and cheer
existing law.
The question of leaders of Camden High School
whether or not there actually was will be guests at a sports banquet
a conspiracy in restrain of trade March Si
will be decided by the courts in
due course. It may bc several
years, however, before this case
is finally adjudicated.
Unless
prompt legislative action is taken
lo clarify the present law. fish
ermen will not know for several
years whether it u* permissible
for them to attempt to take con
certed action to obtain a fair
price for their catch.
“While the current case is
being adjudicated on its facts
under existing law, it is entirely
appropriate for the Congi csrs to
determine w-hether or not the law
should be clarified insofar as it
would affect lobster catches for
future years. This is entirety in
keeping with the separation of
powers between the judicial and
legislative branches of our gov
ernment.
“L’nless legislative action
is

•

I
I

The banquet will start at 6.30
p. ni. in the Mary E. Taylor
School
cafeteria
on
Knowlton
street
Mrs. Marion Huntley, the Camdin school system hot lunch su
pervisor. and the following parents
will stage the supper:
Mrs. Lawn nee Nash. Mrs. Rich
ard Carr. Mrs. Robert Cain, Mrs.
Virginia Robinson. Mrs. John L.
Young. Mrs. Ralph Wooster, Mrs.
Grace King. Mrs. Ero Masalin.

| Mrs.
Harold Weymouth.
Mrs
’ Betty Hall.
Mrs. How aid Rollins. Mrs. Louis
Megqulcr. Mr. and Mir. Herbert
Litchfield. Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Smullen and Mrs. Neva R. Ben
nett.

TOO LATE TO OASSVT

l-XFLRN 3 Room Apt. with
bath to let. Elec, stove and ref rig
Thermostatic heat and hot w-ater.
taken the lobster industry w-ill be TEL 16 If.
35-tf
in a complete quandary in regard
to permissible pricing policies;
and the individual lobsterman w-ill
be at the mercy of the dealer as
far as price is concerned unless
he is willing to run the risk of
IN QUALITY
prosecution for violation of the
FIRFORMANCI
anti-trust law-s—a risk that neith
er the farmer nor laborer has to
run in bargaining for a fair re
turn for his produce or lat>or.

“Actually this question as to
w'heth<‘r or not non-profit fisher
men’s associations are exempt
from the pro-visions of the anti
trust laws is not limited to the
lobster industry but could in
volve many other segments of
the fishing industry
“Enactment of this legislation
w-iM give every American fisher
man the light to bargain indivilually or collectly for a fair
price for his catch w-ithout fear
of prosecution."

V
SOLAR HEAT
haoting oil
THE

WORLD'S FINEST

Maritime Oil Co.
i.M PARK ST.
TEL. 1871
ROCKLAND. MAINE
51-BOT

In Downtown Camden
GULF OIL CORP.

Group Hear Talk
By Col. Brown

Camden To Honor

Payne Introduces

POLITICAL PRESSURES RISE
We are glad the plight of the unemployed is getting ur
gent attention in Washington and in state capitals. Most
Americans will endorse President Eisenhower’s proposal
to use federal funds to extend unemployment compensa
tion up to 39 weekBut it is both more genuinely hu
mane and mor* economically sound to find useful work
for the jobless.
Few people are likely to remain unresponsive to this
need. Certainly not politicians in an election year—as the
plethora of proposals for tax cuts or other pump priming
projects show’s. Republicans are becoming concerned lest
Democrats preempt the recession lighting role. Over the
weekend a group of CongreMmen from the liberal wing
of the Republican Party issued an appeal for more “posi
tive action.'' And Democratic leaders in Congress appear
less walling to wait and see w-hether the March figures
-how an upturn.
The administration itself shows signs of feeling the
pressure. The President’s statement aboift extending job
less pay was backed up by his outline of a whole program
of measures that have been or will be taken to halt re
cession The listing of these steps and the evidence that
the government has a program should have a good effect.
It is true, as he has pointed out, that the people themselves
make the biggest decisions about the economy. But evi
dence that the government will fight vigorously for recover}'
is a big factor in public confidence.
Yet thoughtful citizens will recognize that the easy,
the popular thing, is to rush into anything called a “reces
sion curb,” regardless ol its effectiveness or its cost. They
should support leaders who refuse to be stampeded.—
Christian Science Monitoi

more such scholarships as the
I generous support of the communJ ity in the Rotary Club’s drives to
collect and sell scrap paper has
, made it possible to expand the
j program.

Camden Rotary

Scholar Bates
Honor Student
Camden’s first Rotary Scholar.

Maynard

L.

Whitehouse.

was

awarded his letter as a member

of the varsity track team at the
annual
Bates
College
winter
sports dinner recently. He was
also one of seven members of the
graduating class to receive an
honor award for maintaining high
scholastic standing while taking
part in athletics and other acti
vities at Bates.
The Camden
senior is president of the Law
rence Chemical Society this year.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs
Maynard E. Whitehouse.
In 1954 Whitehouse received the
first scholarship awarded by the
Camden Rotary Club to assist out
standing graduates of the local
high school to continue their ed
ucation. In each subsequent year
that service club has given two or

Cross.
After the program, the patients
were treated to punch and cookies
furnished by the Beavers. They
were assisted in serving by Gray
Ladies fiom Augusta. Ward parties
are held weekly for the State Hos
pital patients and are sponsored
by the Augusta Chapter. American
Red Ctoas.
The Swinging Beavers are gain
ing a reputation as entertainers,

Has For Lease

A Modern One Bay Service Station
Past Prrformanrt- Show. High (.ullonaKo. Minimum
InvpstmpBt Required. Fair Rental.
Paid Training
TELEPHONE RO< KLAND Ifllltt — 'K5-W3
W. P. HEAVE!
284-U

Illllll
Attention
CAR
OWNERS
Due To

Last Weekend's Storm

WE ARE STILL HOLDING
Knights Columbus

To Bid For State
Convention Here
Limerock Council’,
dele (fate,
attending thia year’, Kniffht, of
Columbus state convention ,t Old
Orchard Beach on June 1 will at
tempt to hrinjr the 1^59 state con
vention to Rockland.
The Council unanimously moved
at the meeting on Wednesday to
instruct it, delegates to campaign
for the convention.
The Knight, of Columbu, have
Council, in Maine similar to
Rockland', Limerock Council and
have an annual convention attend*
ed by over 350 delegates, mem
ber, and guests.
The convention is a three day
affair covering Friday through
Sunday. The program include, a
parade of Knight, in full regalia,
church service,, dance,, banquets,
huainc aesaion, and election of
officers.

Limerock Council is now able to
submit this bid inasmuch a, their
new hall and building will be oh,
of the best in the state.
Rockland ba, never been host to
a Knight, of Columbu, convention.
having appeared at Togus several Limerock Council i, conrtdered

by Mre. Harjula aad the Kaos time# thia winter and will again one of the state’s moat progressive
County Chapter, American Red aatortahi the vetaraaa oa Monday. Council,.

THE SAME DEAL

AND PRICES
ON CARS
As Advertised In

Last Week's Issues of

The Courier-Gazette

HAROLD C. RALPH
Routes 1 and 32

WALDOBORO, MAINE

11111
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Pogo Throe

At the opening of the Democratic
Party State Convention in Lewiston Is Rockporfs
this week. C. Owen Smith of Cam- I
den and Domenic Cuccinello of Dirigo State
Rockland, were chosen by State
Chairman John Donovan to repre-1 Representative
sent Knox County on the 1958 Plat
form Committee. Smith is a can
didate for the post of state senator
There will be a rehearsal of the
Coming Events
Scottish Rite Band Monday at 7.30 from Knox County. Appointed on
the same committee to represent
March 16-22 — National Wildlife p. m at Masonic Temple.
Lincoln County were: A. D. Gray
Week.
The annual election of officers • of Waldoboro and Hugh Williams
The fifth annual Kiwanis Better of the Rockland Lodge of Elks I of Bremen.
Homes and Living Show opens at will take place Tuesday evening.
Dear Islse, Maine
Orett Robinson of Thomaston
the Community Building Monday The meeting will bc preceded by
March 12. 1958
discussed
his
world
travels
and
afternoon and continues thiough a baked ham supper at 6.45
Dear Steamboat Editor:
j showed slides on tfie countries of
Tueaday
evening.
Professional
England. Italy, Egypt. Pakistan,
Entering Boston Harbor if the
entertainment has been arranged
Due to the storm, the Easter
words Prince boats were mentioned
for shows both afternoon and eve Seal sale of lilies that was sched- j India, Japan and Hawaii Thurs
day night at the meeting of the
ning both days.
• uled to be put on by the Rockland
the eye was immediately focused
j Rockland Lions Club at the Thorn| Girl Scouts Friday night and this
on the end of Central Wharf where
I
dike
Hotel.
Mrs. Carol Foster of Nashua, j morning has been canceled, Mrs.
a shiny black hull with a snow’
N. H., revealed in Congressional Mary Duff, the co-chairman for
John
Bergren,
8,
son
of
Mr.
and
white superstructure was promi
hearings in Boston Thursday as the city fund drive, said Friday.
Mrs. Donald Bergren of Ingraham
nently
forefront, two crimson
an FBI counterspy in Communist The sale,
which will benefit
Hill, was playing ball in his par
Party ranks the past 14 years is I crippled children and adults, is
smokestacks .stood out like a flame
ents’ house Thursday when the
known to many in this section. In I expected to be held next Friday
of fire against the end of a drab
ball went too high and smashed a
Miss Florence Frye
the summer of 1956, she spent 10 and Saturday morning. The Scouts
color freight shed. Steamers Piince
light fixture. The grass fragments
days at the color photography | will meet at 7 p. m. Friday and 9.30
Principal Frederick Richards an George or Prince Arthur, ocean
caused lacerations on his scalp and
school conducted in Camden by a. m. Saturday at the Community
in
miniature that
forehead. He was treated at Knox nounced Wednesday that Florence greyhounds
Mrs. Emily Bush. During that Biulding before starting out on the
M. Frye has been chosen to repre served the Boston and Yarmouth
Hospital and later released
time, she was the bouse guest of i drive
sent Rockport High School at the Division of the Eastern Steamship
Major and Mrs. Elmer Bardo of
Dirigo State School at Colby Col Lines, with an unbroken record of
Berkley street.
Ralph T. Clark and William Service Notes
lege in Waterville this June.
schedule unequaled by any line
Faller have gone into partnership
Florence, the daughter of Mr. sailing from the port of Boston.
Sergeant
First
Class
Alston
A.
Dwight Watts. 9. son of Mr. and and are calling their new venture:
and Mis. William A. Frye of Simon
Captains McKinnon, Crosby and
Mrs. Ray Watts of 21 Brewster C&F Enterprises. They will deal: Bartlett, son of Mrs. Edith H. ton’s Corner, has played volley ball, Kinney guided these boats safely
Bartlett,
18
Masonic
street,
Rock

Street Rockland, was playing in in interior and exterior painting,
basketball and softball during her and without one interruption in i
the playhouse at his parents' home wallpaper ing and floor tiling. The land. recently participated in a three years at Rockport High service over the years of their
Thursday when he was pushed out two men combine 38 years of ex field training exercise w’ith the School.
existence on this route, and on
the window by a playmate. He was perience. Estimates will be giveni 73d Antiaircraft Artillery Bat
He club activities include mem many occasions when most shipping
talion
in
Germany.
Sergeant
treated at Knox Hospital for a upon request.
bership in the Future Teachers of along the coast w’as seeking shelter
Bartlett, a radar mechanic in the
fractured left lower arm and later
America, Library and Dramatic or anchored under the lee of a
Battalion
’
s
Battery
C,
entered
the
released
One of the features of tiie Ki
Clubs. She is the sports editor in headland.
They came under my
wanis Better Homes Show will be 1 Army August I960 and was sta the school's press club. Miss Frye supervision during my term of
tioned
at
Fort
Wadsworth,
N.
Y.,
a booth which wiil offer the pub
also plays saxophone in the school service as Marine Superintendent
Louise Nevelson's
lic the opportunity to distinguish before arriving overseas in De band
of the Eastern Steamship Company
The 27 year old
between genuine and counterfiet , cember 1957.
and I had no reason to advise or
Work Described
soldier
was
graduated
from
Rock

money. A “Know Your Money” j
interfere with the method or gen
III
Crewman
display has been loaned by the land High School in 1950.
In Life Edition
eral practice of the officers of
• • •
Treasury Department for the
these boats in regard to the gen
Taken
Off
Storm
Louise Nevelson of Rockland show’ and is exhibited by a local
Ralph E. Rackiiff, son of Mr.
eral upkeep or operation.
and New York is the subject of bank
and Mrs. Charles Rackiiff, 41 On Grand Banks
Each officer took great pride in
an article and a series of picture,
Holmes street, serving in the Navy
the position he held. Crews were
aboard the USS Ingraham. DD694,
Fisherman Albert Cail, 44, of 5
in Life magazine this week. In
BORN
selected from the top choice of sea
street,
Rockland,
is
a story, Weird Woodwork of
Smalley—At Camden Community is now with the 6th fleet stationed Cottage
men. A man’s stomach was upside
in
the
Mediterranean.
In
his
last
being
transported
to
Portland
by
Lunar World, which has several Hospital, March 19, to Mr. and
down two-thirds of the time of his
pictures by Walter Sanders, h°r Mrs. Adelbert Smalley (Jacqueline letter to his parents he was on the Coast Guard cutter Cook In
service on these boat3, and a lands
most recent .sculpture, called The Thompson) of Rockland, a daugh fleet operations in the Straits of let. Cail was taken off the 40
man would get seasick just to
ter- Roxanne Lee.
Sicily, having been in port for 10 Fathom trawler Storm on the
Moon Garden, and which is on
Boggs—At Camden Community
watch them come, up the harbor
display at the Grand Central Hospital, March 20, to Mr. and days at Genoa, Italy, for three Grand Banks between midnight
coated writh ice and their black
Mis.
Frank
Boggs.
Jr.,
of
Appledays
at
Cannes,
France,
and
after
and
5
a.
m.
Friday.
Moderns Gallery is described.
hulls glistening w’hite from the
ton.
a
son.
maneuvers he would be in port at
First Knowledge of Call’s illness
“The Moon Garden is compos'd
dried salt crystals where the spin
Sharpe—At Boston, March 20, to
of 116 boxes and circular shapes Mi. and Mrs. William P. Sharpe, Naples. He described the Medi came to 40 Fathom headquarters drift of the Atlantic Ocean was
stacked or standing free. They i Jr., of wtialen, Mass., a son—Peter terranean as being very beautiful. at Rockland Thursday afternoon thrown mast high w’hen she
Last October he returned to Nor when Capt. Earl Sukeforth radioed
are filled or covered with odds ' McLoon
plunged her bow deep into the blue
folk, Va., where he is stationed, that his crewman was suffering
and ends of wood.” Life’s writer
waters.
DIED
after completing operations with from extreme pain in his side,
comments..
I have witnessed the arrival of
Wiggin—At Camden. March 21,
“Everything is painted black, Alvin H. Higgins, husband of Mary the NATO forces in the North At back and legs.
these tiny veterans more than once
lantic.
While
there
he
stopped
at
Coa.st Guard ordered the Cook during the winter months. Icicles
because, says Miss Nevelson, A. Wiggin of Camden, age 54
Funeral services Monday Iceland, enroute to the Nether Inlet, an ocean weather vessel hung from the carlings on their
'black
creates
harmony
and years.
at 2 p. m. from the Gilbert C. Laite lands where he was in port in based at Portland, and which was
doesn’t intrude on the emotions.’’
after decks in such huge and
Funeral Home in Camden with
He has also on station in thc area, to go to
She is the sister of Nathan Rev. Melvin H. Dorr, Jr., officiat Northern Ireland.
strange formations that would only
The cutter has a be seen in the Calsbad Caverns.
Berliawsky of
Rockland.
and ing. Interment will be in Mountain been to Cuba and Bermuda during Cail’s aid.
the past year. He expects to re
mother of Myron Nevelson, Rock View Cemetery.
Smokestack guy wires tw’ice their
Wotton—At Union. March 20. turn to the United States some Mias Ruth T. Lermond of 122 Cam
land sculptor who is a member
original size in ice, boat davits
Mrs. Hattie E. Wotton. wife of time in June or July.
den street, all of Rockland, com and stancheons like pillars under
of the staff of the Thorndike Hotel Ira W. Wotton, 100 Union Street,
• • •
pleted
Naval
Hospital
Corps
which hi$ uncle operates.
Rockland, age 66 years. Funeral
Paul W. Perry, hospital appren School. Feb. 27 at the Naval Hos
Several pieces of her art work services Sunday at 2 p. m. from
the Russell Funeral Home with tice, USN. son of Mr. and Mrs. pital, Great Lakes, Ill. Corpsmen Knox-Lincoln
are hanging in the Thorndike
Rev. Chester M. Staples officiating. Laurence C. Perry of 122 Camden perform medical assignments such
Hotel lobby and dining room.
Interment will be in Sterling Ceme street, and husband of the former
as nursing, first aid, ward and op Diamond Card
tery in Warren.
erating room duties and the main
Spear—At Rockland, March 21.
4VAKD OF THANKS
Maynard J. Spear, age 67 years.
tenance of medical records. Many Set Wednesday
I wish to thank all my friends of the corpsmen become techni
Funeral services today at 2 p. m.
Officials of the Knox-Lincoln
fiom the Davis Funeral Home in and neighbors for the wonderful
cards,
letters and flowers sent me cians in specialized fields such as League met Wednesday night at
Thomaston with Rev. Ernest O.
One Car Garage Space
Kenyon officiating. Interment will while I was a patient at Knox Hos X-ray. clinical laboratory, phar
be in Village Cemetery, Thomas pital. I especially want to thank macy, epidemic control, sanitation the Newcastle Inn for their spring
Wanted
Dr. Morse and Dr. Brouwer and and fever therapy. Some serve in meeting.
ton.
TEL. 563-R
Gillehrest*—At Thomaston, March all the nurses for their wonderful dependently on small ships.
I The representatives from Cam
20. George E. Gillchrest, husband care I received while there.
den, Thomaston, Waldoboro, Wis
Clifford Wiley.
of Anne Hanley Gillchrest of Thom
casset,
Boothbay Region and
35*lt
aston, age 80 years. Rosary was Rockland
Lincoln Academy decided to adopt
recited Friday evening at 8.30
That Generations
IN APPRECIATION
p. m. at the Russell Funeral Home.
the High School Federation baseWe wish to express our sincere
Requiem Mass will be read today
to Come may
. ball rules this season,
thanks
and
appreciation
to
rela

at 9 a. m. at St. James’ Church
Remember j This includes the limitation of
in Thomaston with Rev. George tives, neighbors and friends, who
games to seven innings instead of
us in so many
W. Goudrcau officiating.
Inter remembered
ment will be in St. James’ Ceme thoughtful ways during our recent
the customary nine and the wear
tery in Thomaston.
Please omit bereavement in the loss of our
ing of protective helmets.
The
BURPEE
loved one.
flowers
games this spring, which are
The family of Eaile McAuliffe.
Funeral Home
35-lt
scheduled to run from May 8 to
IN MEMORIAM
May 26. will start at 4 p. m.
BARRETT M. JORDAN, Prop. i In loving memory of Mrs. Jose
phine E. Sprague, w’ho passed RESOLUTION OF RESPIXT
The schedule calls for games
Established 1830
Another
link
in
our
fraternal
cir

away March 20, 1954.
on Monday and Thursday after
God gave me a wonderful mother cle has been severed. The Great
AMBULANCE SERVICE
noons, w’ith the exception of Lin-'
Master has called our Beloved
A mother who never grew old.
TEL. 390
He made her smile as the sunshine “Master” Kenneth G. Fuller to that
coin Academy, who will play Fri-:
lit LIMEROCK STREET
Great Grange above. Brother Ken
He made a heart of pure gold.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
neth
was
a
true
Granger
in
A
mother
who
gave
the
best
of
her
135-S-tf
medical staff aboard.
thought, word and deed.
life;
I Cherished my secrets, sorrows and
Therefore: Be it resolved, that
Cail has been with 40 Fathom ,
Georges Valley Grange deeply
strife,
the past year and sailed for Birds ;
Taught me to love, and taught me mourns the great loss of our Be
Eye several years before they J
loved Brother and we wish to ex
to pray.
sold to 40 Fathom.
Oh. dear mother, in Heaven, God tend our sympathy to the lone
RUSSELL
brother.
Only a few weeks ago, the
bless you today.
Be it further resolved: that our
Helen Spaulding, daughter, and
Storm turned back when a few
Funeral Home
Wallace, son-in-law.
35-lt charter be draped for a period of
« chooung a famJ r o.-.ahours out of port enroute to the
CARL M. STILPHEN
thirty days, that a copy of these
ment, your choice u oo<
Banks to land another crew '
resolutions be spread upon our rec
IN MEMORIAM
only for your lifetime, but
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
lor generations to come. We can
member, Angelo Escorcio of Ten-1
In loving memory of George T ords; and one sent to the bereaved
SERVICE
help you hnd lasting satisfaction
Miller, who passed away March brother as a tribute to the memory
■ ants Harbor who had an attack
LADY ASSISTANT
through our wide sckiaoa of Rock
of our Brother gone above.
22. 1957.
1 of appendicitis.
of
Ages family monument*. Each a
PHONE 701
Committee on Resolutions
In my heart you memory’ lingers
hacked by a signed guarantee t»
SHEILA HART.
Sweetly, tender, fond and true.
• CLAREMONT STREET
you, )<«ur hem, or your descendant!.
UNDER BODY WASH
HILDA STOCKBRIDGE.
There is not a day, dear George
ROCKLAND. MAINE
New Service Offered To Motorists.
ROLAND GUSHEE
That I do not think of you.
1-t
Have your car aader body washed
35-lt
Wife, Teresa.
to prevent corrosion aad rust
35*lt

Warren Youth

STEAMBOAT YARNS
of Ships and Men

Caught In Process
Of Stealing Gas

The Sheriff's Patrol solved some
of the recent breaks and gasoline
and auto parts thefts in Rockland
and Union Thursday night with
the arrest of a 16 year old Warren
boy.
About 9 p. m., deputies manning
the Patrol cruiser noted a strange
car parked near Robie Robin’s fill
a cathedral, the pilot house front Canadian Government put on the ing station in Union which is near
a solid precipice of white ice, the steamer Aranmore for freight serv the B. M. Clark truck body plant.
middle window’ showing as a hole ice only, but thi3 service w’as main [Having been watching the area,
that resembled the entrance, to an tained so irregularly and the where several breaks have oc
Eskimo hut. Adverse weather had steamer being of only about 500 curred in recent months, they
no bearing on the schedule of tons made thi3 adventure most un checked.
these boats and their records in successful.
In a short time, they flushed out
this respect was unmatched by
In the year 1919, the Eastern re the youth who was scrambling to
any sailing from the port of Bos sumed this service with the steam hide under a truck in the Clark
ton.
er Northland, but the years to fol yard. Pulled out by the heels, he
Loring E. Baker, who w’as one of low’ pictured the side w’heelers was taken to the sheriff’s office in
the early merchants of Nova Scotia, gradually being towed to the scrap Rockland.
bought out the Nova Scotia Steam yards one by one. The passengers
With him came tw’o five gallon
ship Company in 1885.
He or whose names were on the w’aiting cans of gas stolen from a truck
ganized the Yarmouth Steamship lists for staterooms on steamers belonging to Rodney Norwood of
Company and put in operation its that plied the routes to Coastal Appleton. At the sheriff’s office,
steamer Dominion. He also had New’ England for a full half cen he confessed to thefts of gasoline
built in Glasgow, the steamer Yar tury were now’ ordering a cab to from vehicles at the W’allace
mouth, which he put in operation the bus terminals.
Ribbons of gravel pit in Warren and from
in 1887. He also had the steamer highways gradually
drew’
the trucks parked at the Payson Farm
Boston built in Glasgow. This throngs that used to frequent the Machinery plant in the same sec
steamer he put in operation in 1890. ticket offices at Fosters, India and tion of Union where he was
She w’as of 1.694 gross tons and Central Wharves.
Ticket office caught.
she inaugurated the service be doors w’ere locked with no admit
At Rockland, he also admitted
tween Boston and Digby, N. S., and tance signs posted in every w’indow. to entering the Knox Garage on
she operated until she was sold in Freight trucks in the low’er shed New’ County road some weeks ago
June, 1917.
began to gather rust until picked and stealing auto parts and other
The Dominion Atlantic Railway up by the junk dealer. The per items. Tw’o cases of oil he had
absorbed the Yarmouth Steamship sonnel of the general offices of this stolen were recovered from under
Company in 1897 and put in opera once giant institution of the ship a barn in Warren later in the night.
tion the steamer Prince Edward of ping industry scattered far afield
In Rockland Municipal Court
1,400 gross tons built by the Earle's to other vocations. One. two, three i Friday he was sentenced to the
Shipbuilding Company of Hull. Eng and four stripers, who worked State School for Boys at South
land. She was later sold to Ger their way up to the middle window, Portland on the Rockland theft
man interests and was later lost reluctantly accepted the promise and the other charges filed by the
in the Baltic Sea.
of half pay, and one by one re court.
In 1899. the Prince George and turned to their place of birth to
Sheriff W’illard Pease remarked
Prince Arthur w’ere built and put rock out their remaining days in that he had previously been on
in operation on this route. They the old red rocker, living with their probation for similar acts.
w’ere also built by the Earle Ship daydreams of the past.
building Company of Hull Eng
Our coastal fog mulls are now
Knox C-D Staff
land. Each measured 2 040 gross silent and dreary w’ith no echoes of
tons, 290 feet in length, 38 feet those familar whistles. Our coastal Members Attend
beam. They w’ere equipped with sea lanes show’ no trace of a foamy
two triple expansion engines of w’ake.
No more will there be a Augusta Session
718 nominal horsepower and they report from that once famous W’hite
A delegation from Knox Coun
developed a speed of 20 knots. Head that “she will arrive in Rock
They most always completed their land on time.” I repeat Captain ty Civil Defense staff attended a
run in 17 hours under normal George Sawyer’s
W’ords,
“We monthly C-D meeting at State C-D
w’eather conditions.
w’ere too sure of ourselves then, Headquarters, Augusta, on Wed
nesday.
In the year of 1912. the Boston look at us now.”
Present from Rockland were the
and Yarmouth Steamship Com
Sincerely,
county director, Major Elmer E.
pany was organized under control
Captain Walter E. Scott.
of the Eastern Steamship Company.
N. B. The last few’ years of her Barde; Mrs. Virginia Chatto. ad
assistant;
E’mo
The service was continued under existence the steamer J. T. Morse ministrative
thc British flag until the outbreak wore the w’histle from the Prince Crozier, plans and training offi
of the European war when they George, a most unsatisfactory sub cer and Rev. Charles Monteith,
were requisitioned by the British stitute for the w’histle the Morse county C-D chaplain.
A large part of the meeting was
Government as hospital transports. I inherited from the venerable Mount
This was in the year 1917. The Desert.
The
Prince
George devoted to- plans for organization
service on the Boston and Yar w’histle, designed for high steam and functioning of the chaplains
mouth line was suspended in 1917. pressure gave only moans from divisions of state and county C-D
Merchants of Nova Scotia demand the low pressure boilers of the staffs.
Rev. Mr. Monteith of the Rock
ed some kind of service, so the Morse.
land Congregational Church has
day afternoon due to special
Just
in
time
for
spring. been serving as chairman of the
ministerial group of Knox County
commitments the day before.
CLARK’S BEVERAGES proudly
Each team will play five games introduces ORANGE BLOSSOMS. Civil Defense for several years
past. Rev. George F. Goudreau,
with the Boothbay Seahawks, the
High in juice content, made from of St. Bernard's Cathode Church,
Camden Mustangs and the Wal
Juicy
Sun
Ripened
California is co-chairman and several other
doboro Bluejays to play three
Oranges.
On
sale
now
’
at your members of Knox County Minis
games away and two at home.
The Wiscasset Redskins and the favorite Store. Special introductory terial Association are active in the
Newcastle nine will play three at offer, a six pack of KING SIZE 12 effort.
The need for spiritual core in
home and two away.
OZ. BOTTLES AT 10c OFF Reg
time of disaster as well as phy
Also at the meeting, it was de ular Price.
Treat yourself to a sical care for the victims of any
cided to set the date for the
cool glass of ORANGE BLOSSOMS possible disaster has received
league’s track meet for May 29
as you watch your favorite TV greater attention with the ap
at Bowdoin College.
' show*.
Act now as this offer is pointment of a state advisory
Thomas Brooke, the manager of
limited.
A BLOOMING GOOD group of six, representing the
the Golf Club in Walpole, spoke to
DRINK.
34-Th-37 most prevalent religious beliefs.
the people about the possibilities cf
Knox County is following this
establishing the game of golf as a
Telephone 76 for all social items, lead.
fall sport. He said that he would
guests, parties, etc., for The
co-operate in any way in assisting
Newest styles in Fur Capes,
Courier-Gazette, Mrs.
Margaret
in setting up a program.
Winchenbaugh, 161 Limerock St , Coats and Dresses. Lucien K.
The school officials decided to
social reporter.
tf Green and Son.
33-39
tabic further discussion on a pro
posed golf schedule to a future
date.
The circuit’s baseball schedule is:

John M.

Richardson

Two Champions Extolled by Capt. ScottThe Princes Had Unsullied Record

GARAGE WANTED

STATE NEWS CO.

I

Chester Brooks
WARREN

WHAT WE WOULD LIKE YOU TO KNOW ABOUT OUR

Tol. CRostwd 3-2981

CAMDEN
TaL CEdar 0-2151
Knox-Lincoln-Waldo Coontlea

Completely Equipped Home at 22 Knox Street. Thomaatnn
Private Rooms for the Family
Large Rooms tor Friends Who Attend

ROCKLANO

Friday, March 28 — 10 - 12 a. m.
BENEFIT KNOX HOSPITAL

Sponsored by Beta Sigma Phi
DONATION 75c
35-36

March Special
MONTH OF MARCH ONLY - AU MAKES Of CARS

FRONT END ALIGNMENT
$5.99 COMPLETE $5.99
Trained Mechanics — Rood Test Cor

ON

Do Yon Know That a Car 1/64 Out of Alignment Will Wear
Yonr Front Tires Smooth Within 5,000 Miles. Why Pay High
Prices for Tires When Y’on ( an Save Them By Having Your
Front End < becked By Us.

OUTBOARD MOTORS

McCulloch

Large Selection Room for Your Convenience

THOMASTON

Slow Down and Live!

THORNDIKE HOTEL

SALES AND SERVICE
EVINRUDE

Hammond Orcan At Each Home, with Organist

DAVIS FUNERAL HOMES

17-S-tf'

Co^ee - StyCc Skew

Complete Front End Alignment — By Our Factory

< omplrt.-ly Equipped Home at 55H Main 4n*rt. Rorkland

L'se of Flower far. Hearse, and Family Car, at No Extra
Charge
Member of Stall In Attendance At All Times
We Invite Your Inapection or Inquiries

Cur. Talbot Ave. and Main St.

MnS-tf

MODERN FUNERAL HOMES

Modern, Sanitary Preparation Rooms

ONLY 75c

MARITIME GULF STATION

May
8 Camden at Thomaston
Boothbay Region at Wiscasset
9 Lincoln Academy at Waldo
boro
12 Wiscasset at Lincoln Acad
emy
Thomaston at Waldoboro
Boothbay Region at Camden
15 Waidoboro at Boothbay Re
gion
Camden at Wiscasset
16 Thomaston at Lincoln Acad
emy
19 Lincoln Academy at Camden
Thomaston at Boothbay Re
gion
Waldoboro at Wiscasset
22 Waldoboro at Camden
26 Wiscasset at Thomaston

MONUMENTS BY DORNAN
RM 75 YEARS

ECLIPSE

CHAM SAWS

POWER ANO HAND LAWN MOWERS

BRIGGS & STRATTON GASouhe engines

WITH SPECIAL ONLY !!
Front Wheel Bearings Packed ...............
Front Wheels Balanced...........................

$1.79
$2.99

Weights Extra

CALL 884 FOR APPOINTMENT

PHONE THOMASTON 175

Rivers, Inc.

William E. Dornan & Son, Inc
342 PARK STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE
2#-S-tf

ROSS MOTORS, INC.
WINTER STREET

ROCKLAND

0
Page
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GRANGE NEWS OF KNOX-LINCOLN COUNTIES
EXTENSION MEMBERS TO DISCUSS

Dean Libby To

PROBLEMS OF BLUEBERRY INDUSTRY

POULTRY WORK FOR NEXT YEAR IN

Speak Before

TO BE AIRED AT FARM WEEK

WARREN MEETING MONDAY NIGHT

Livestock Men

Problems of the lowbush blue-' Dr. Christ will offer a summary
of the work and plans of an in-!

berry industry will be discussed

Otto Irvine of South Warren, and how Extension can best accom
president of the Knox-Lincoln Ex plish this work.
• Extension is educational in its
tension Association has called a
efforts, and ideas should be direct- .
meeting for Monday evening to dis ly concerned with this in mind. |
cuss county Extension poultry gjing your ideas, too. thinking
work for next yea:
The meeting of present and possible future
will open in Warren Grange Hall changes in our poultry farm man
on Route 90 at 7 30 p m.
agement bird and disease control
Irvine, who is also superintendent management, and marketing.
of the State Prison Farm has the
‘‘Promptly
at
7.30.
Harry
following to say in a letter sent Wheldon. Frank Reed and Gil j

to members this week
“I feel it is ,i most important
meetir.u r gatlx
g
ested
poultrvmen to help determi-.t what
should be the County Extension
poultry work for next year, to foster ideas for the years to come,

by

By Henry Teague

Jaeger will discuss Extension in
the Realm of Things.
Promptly,
at 8 o'clock, we hope to have you
start discussing possible Extension
program ideas.
At 9.30. we will
have a resume, and then refresh-,
ments.”

sumption of eggs has been drop

U. S. Department of Agri

ping.

culture figures show a decline from
1951 through 1957 of 32 eggs per
person or from 392 to 360 eggs per

that consumer prices are lowered.
That is not the caj<e when it
comes to eggs. This is a supply
and demand priced item.
The
price of an egg at consumer level
has no relation to the cost of pro
duction.
If eggs become scarce
the price rises; if too plentiful, the
price drops. Today the farmer is
receiving unusually good prices for
his eggs for this time of year. A
scarcity has developed due to the
extremely low prices of a year ago.
But here is an interesting situa
tion. The prices at the farm for
the past two weeks has beer, as
follows: Extra large 54 cents;
large. 53; mediums. 52.
It can
readily be seen that there is only
one cent difference between each
grade. But the difference in some
stores is more than one cent. Why?
Because the consumer price of eggs
does not follow the price at the
farm that closely. So when eggs
reach the retail level, it is evident
that administered prices are in
effect.
The prices of the three grades
could never be as close as one
cent on strictly a value basis, if
prices were determined by weight.
The pricing of eggs is really’ fan
tastic. Not long ago extra large
sold at the farm at 10 to 12 cents
over large. There are times when
the price of mediums is as much
as 25 cents under the price of large.
Yet today there is but a cent differ
ence between tach grad* .
No or.* has come up with a
solution to this problem. It keeps
the industry in a state of confusion
much of th«- time. While poultrymen are happy just now they are
already worrying about the future.
They know that high pi ices, espe-

person for a year
Frank Platt, editor of Every
body's Poultrv Magazin* in his
monthly editorial round up states
that this drop looked at in histori
cal perceptive is no more than a
fluctating trend.
M
Platt says
that the declin ws even greater
between 1927 and 1935 when per
capita consumption fell by 62 eggs.
Again from 1911 to 1917, the loss
amounted to 48 eggs.
But each
Upward turn of the cycle carried
consumer demand high.-r than be
fore.
It is now predicted that consump
tion will drop another 18 eggs this
year. Mr. Platt calls attention to
the fact that the public cannot eat
eggs that are not produced, so
much a forecast can be largely
academic.
If the present cycle works out
the same as in the past, it looks
as though it might be possible
that consumption might eventually
hit a new high, providing the eggs
are produced.
Mr. Platt goes on to say that
Since there are 360 eggs in a case,
it means that 168 million cases
were produced in 1937. a little over
60 billion eggs.
He remarks that it would be a
mistake to assume that the giand
magnitude of such a business could
suddenly* fade and vanish.
Many* persons see eggs only in
the familial boxes holding one
dozen. It takes the contents of 3u cia,lv in the »P»'ing. mean extra
of these boxes to make a case.
|
laying in the late fa ,. So
yeai from today where will the
It can readily be seen that the
It is entirely
egg industry of this country is a price of eggs be?
multi-billion doilai affair
Yet it possible that they will be selling
is sprawled out over such an area below cost Th*- lower they go the
that it is not very impressive to more violent the reaction.
What is the real value of an egg.
the layman.
The egg industry is so huge that Actually it is the cost of produc
bo way has been found to estab- ’ tion on an efficient farm plus a
lish any real controls
B\ far the reasonable profit. This might be
greater part of the eggs pioduced considered some sort of a goal to
are sold by the produce! s in whole shoot at, but up to the present time
sale lots once or twice a week. the industry is just too big and too
The farmer has no control over spread out to combine its efforts
prices. The merchandising of eggs to achieve such a goal.
is almost wholly separate from the 1
production.
Broiler Contest
We hear a lot of talk today of ad-'
ministered
prices
There
arc Open To 4-H'ers
prices which are set by industry
in relation to costs and competi-,
Thirty five entries from 4-H
tion. At the present tim« we are ' club members had been received

seeing large plants shut partly or
wholly down due to economic conditions which have slowed up sales.)
But we do not s* • the products i
manufactured in these plants being
sold at a loss.
It is only when
costs for labor and materials drop

Hubbard Farms J
EGG ntOOUCTION
CROSSBREDS

♦
♦

Far Large Eggs and
*
• Mgh Sustained Production ♦
NO. 4»« CROSS

’

Aa

oatktan<linK brown -SKT
exreU, in larre early eg<v
1 sine, U<b "ustained production t
■0 natform strong *heU qnnl-f
LEGHORN CROSS
A
Ikin bird will compete witba
Ute top Leghorn Strains la pro-J
letfam and feed efficiency. It J
leeBs In larye e((s with strong■0b aad c«od interior quality.*
AIm, the
•
K-117 KIMRKRCH1CE
<

It, Nation's l^-sdlny
White Leghorn.
Witte er Te

Corl B. Erickson

C. I.ibhy

W. C. Lil by. Dean of Agricul
ture. University of Maine, will
present “Some Thoughts About
Maine's Agriculture ' at the an
nual meeting cf the Maine Live
stock Breeders Association. Thurs
day. Apiil 3. Farm and Home
Week. The meeting is scheduled
for 9 a. m. announced Herbert
Spear of Waldoboro president of
the association.
The changing pattern of agricul
ture in Maine, according to Libby,
includes industrial
integration,
growth in the size of farms with
the accompanying decrease in
:
number of farmers, and the (
the
objectives
of
j
change
in
agricultural
research and
ex- j
tension efforts from increasing
production
to
improvement in i
quality and better merchandising, j

Even greater in importance to
the agricultural future of the <tate
is the tendency of Maine young
men and women to disregard *he
opportunities and the earning po
tential in the food and fiber in
dustries.
One of the state’s
greatest problems is to overcome
this disregard of Maine’s agricul
tural potential.
Rodney Martin. Boston, former
ly agricultural engineer with the
Maine Experiment Station and
with the Maine Experiment Sta
tion and with th- Extension Serv
ice. will explain new develop
ments in low cost dairy cattle
housing during the second hour
of tn»- morning program. Martin
is now with the Charles H. Hood
Dairy Foundation. His presenta
tion will be supported by color
slides to illustrate points of ma
jor interest. There will be time
for a question-and-answer period
after Martin's talk.
J. Thomas Reid. Ithaca. N. Y..
professor of animal husbandry at
Cornell University, will be the
third speak*! on the livestock
program. He will come on at 11
o’clock to discuss the effects oi
nutrition during early life upon
the performance of dairy cows.
Reid is one of the top animal nutritionists in the east.
Entries will

b«

accepted

in th«

order received.
Cash prizes and ribbons will go
to the winners in th* 4-H Broiler
Growing Contest.
In addition
i-H» rs are paid prevailing prices
for each bird s* nt to Belfast. The
entrants learn much about broil• 1 raising, can make a small pro
fit. and arc eligible for cash
prizes

r

by last W* dn< sday for the third
annual Maine 4-H Broiler Growing Conte.st.
Hairy C. Wh elden. Extension
Service poultry specialist. Uni
versity of Maine, said that he ex
pected 150 or more entries before
the April 1 deadline.
Entries
should be sent directly to him.
Application blanks and rules may
be obtained from 4-H club agent
Loana Shibles at the county office
cf the Maine Extension Service in
Rockland.
It’s first come, first served for
entries in the competition, said
Whelden. Eigfit Maine hatcheries
have donated 7.500 chicks. Each
entry accepted •will receive 50
straight-run brolier chicks free.
He or she wilt raise th* m for 10
weeks and ship them to Belfast
for dressing off and judging in
Ju’y at the Maine Broiler Day.

Boulanger

and

Moody

Station on th? blueberry growers

Winthrop

For the past few years the con

Leo

Trevett of the Maine Experiment

Q. What is the name of this cut
of meat?
A, Pork Blade Loin Roast.
Q. Where does it come from
and how is it identified?
A. It comes from the loin sec
tion of the carcass and con
tains the blade, ribs and
backbone. Outer surface of
fat has some lean contained
in it.
Q. How is it prepared?
A Being fre^h pork, it is roast
ed in a 350° F. oven, allow
ing 45 to 50 minutes per
pound. However, the centercut pork loin roast requires
only 35 to 40 minutes per
pound.

,
j
i

Sperl To Attend

SERIES OF SIX MEETINGS SET

Session Of 4-H

FOR KNOX-LINCOLN POULTRYMEN

Council At Orono

WITH FIRST TO BE HELD APRIL 16

William J. Sperl of Washington,
president of Knox-Lincoln County
Leaders’ Association, was chosen
at their meeting Tuesday night to
attend the Maine 4-H AdvisoryCouncil meeting in the Union Build
ing. University of Maine, at 1.30
p. m. Monday. March 31.
Mrs. Hazel Gammon, leader of
White Oak 4-H Club, is secretary
of the Maine Leaders’ Association
and also plans to attend this meet
ing.
“Opportunities in 4-H work” will
be discussed along with statewide
activities.

A series of meetings for KnoxLincoln poultrvmen will be held
on six consecutive Wednesday evenings starting on April 16 according
to County’ Agent Gil Jaeger.
A
seventh meeting may be arranged.
The school is designed to teach
poultrvmen what they’ should know
about bird physiology. This knowl
edge should be of value in apply*
ing management and disease con
trol recommendations to individual
farms, flocks and management
programs.
Speakers will include J. R.
Smyth, head Poultry Department;
Dr. J. F. Witter, head. Animal

Pathology Department; Dr. R.
Gerry, nutritionist. Poultry Depart
ment: and Harry Wheldon. Extension- poultry specialist; all of the
University of Maine; and County
Agent Gil Jaeger.
Subjects for the series will deal
with the skeleton, the respiratory
system, reproductive system, egg
formation, digestive and regulatory
systems, feeds, feeding, selection,
molt and culling.
Poultrvmen aie requested to sign
up in advance for the series of
meetings by contacting the County
Agent at Rock.and. telephone 1111
or write Box 415.

4-H Leaders

Canned Corn

Learn By Doing

Sales Promotion

dustry that could become even!
more
competitive
to
Maine's!
great down-east enterprise.
Survey figures on the many i
production costs that are involved j
in the lowbush blueberry crop will.
be outlined by Ra'ph C. Went- i
worth, district blueberry agent. '
University’ of Maine, at 2.30 p. m.
Wentworth will summarize figures
from two years of commercial
operation. Costs of burring the
land, taking care cf the new burn,
dusting for insects and diseases,
and caring for the crop during the Thank You For
first bearing year will be dis
cussed. He will a'so consider the Inviting Me In
costs of bees lor pollination, har
■y Gene M. West
vesting costs and taxes, and will
Home Demonstration Agent
ccmpaie this information with
yield records to determine aver
age per acre and per year pio-|*
Are you going (o Farm and Home
fits.
Week? There is going to be some
^The potential of blueberry’ land
thing of interest for everyone. You
must be high in order to make
will have a good time as well ns
fertilization of the plants a paying
learn many helpful things. Hone
proposition, and there are many
you plan to go Monday and slay
factors that must be considered to
through until Friday morning.
determine that potential. Moody
Maybe you can only go up for one
Trevett, associate agronomist of
(Continued on Page Six)
the Maine Experiment Station,
will discuss th« se factors of blue
berry’ land potential when he
meets with the blueberry grow Grange Corner
ers. The right sort of a thick,
comparatively’ weed-free stand of
lowbush blueberry plants, in the MESKAWESKEAG GRANGE
A pot luck su; per is included in
'■arlier stages of growth, can take
fertilization under proper condi the schedule of events for the
evening
meeting.
tions and make the practice pay. Wednesday
Trevett will outline these condi Members are urged to bring an
tions to the blueberry growers other with them.

program. Thursday, April 3. dur
ing Farm and Home Week. Bou
langer will apeak on the “Control
of Thripps” and Trevett's subject
will be “Fertilizer Research in
Blueberries.”
The control of thrips on lowbush blueberry’ plants is a matter
of routine hygiene, according to
Boulanger. Correct timing of the
dust application of insecticide is
the important factor in planning
for their control. The researcher
leads off t.he •blueberry growers
program at 1.30 p. m. at Orono.
Som<- of the problems involved
in managing a big beekeeping op
eration will be outlined during the
second hour of the blueberry
growers program by Harold A
Merrell. a commercial beeku per
of Wolcott. N. Y.
The potential that lies in the
expanding highbush blueberry in
dustry in other growing areas,
and how that potential might ef
fect the overall blueberry market
will be covered by Dr. Ernest G.
Christ of the New Jersey Agricul
tural Experiment Station. New
Brunswick. N. J
The highbush
industry seems to be in the pro
cess of expanding both acreage
and rate of production. This is
bound to have some effect on the
national blueberry market and
possibly an adverse one on the
lowbush market unless steps are
taken to improve th«* general during the final hour of their pro WARREN GRANGE
quality of the lowbush berries. gram. Thursday. April 3.
By Nancy Benner
Warren Grange conferred the
first and second degrees Tuesday
night with Fast Master Norman
Crockett
of
Pleasant
Valley
Grange acting as master.
We had visitors from Owis Head
by Eleanor Spear
and Evening Star Granges.
The last two degrees will be
worked Tuesday night with the
Harvest Feast following.
Lunch
was served after the meeting.
Do it now’ If your refrigerator warm water. Hot or tailing water |{(>|>|.; GRANGE
needs defrosting or your oven needs may cause plastic to warp or glass
Hopp Grangc met Monday evecleaning, do it now. Here are a! to break. If tray has a stopper, ning with 17 members present.

Home Service

of
(lentml Maine Power do.

few suggestions to help you de- remove and place pan under openDuring the literary program
frost your refrigerator with ease, j ing to catch water.
James Wentworth sang several
Defrost refrigerator when frost is! 6. Wash vegetables and fruit | irlsh son(fs Mrs Helen Wentworth
Irish songs.
one-quarter inch think—about every container s in warm sudsy water. accompanied him on the piano,
two weeks. During hot and humid j 7. If refrigerator has a butter I Squa,^ dancing was enjoyed after
seasons defrosting may be neees-| conditioner, wash the compart-i th( m,.eting with James Wentworth
sary more often.
ment with a cloth dampened witk! as caller
1. Turn control to OFT'.
baking soda and water.
Refreshments of homemade ice
2. Remove ice trays and food
8. Reset control to desired tem cream, cookies and coffee were
from freezer compartment and perature.
served by Mr. ar.d Mrs. Frederick
chiller tray. Wrap frozen foods in
If yours is a Frost-Free refrig Brownell, William Hardy and Mi.
newspapers to prevent thawing. If erator or a combination freezer- and Mis. James Wentworth.
there is a hinged section on the refrigerator. see your appliace book
Theie will be a public card party
chiller tray, turn back and slide for proper method of can .
at th< Grange Hall on Saturday
tray to the rear- of refrigerator in
Don't plunge plastic parts into evening at 8 o’clock.
order to keep water from running hot water. Heat damages plastic.
WHITE OAK GRANGE
into the food compartment.
Don't put ice cube trays or
By Ruth Wil«\v
3. Fill deep pans with hot water dividers in hot water . The special
In spite of the storm and bad
finish
that
makes
ice
cubes
easy
and
place
in
fr
eezing
compartment.
•
traveling. White Oak Grange held
to
remove
will
be
destroyed.
Refill
pans
with
hot
water
as
it
;
Don’t wax plastic parts.
Only its meeting March 11 with 13
cools to complete frost removal.
NEVER USE A SHARP OR POLNT- very special waxes, applied at the members and one visitor present.
ED INSTRUMENT TO REMOVE factory, are suitable for use on At this meeting we voted to accept
the estimate from Albert Mank
FROST OR ICE FROM FREEZER plastic.
YD'’ MIGHT DAMA'IE IT
When refrigerator is not to be to paint th< hall outsid* with some

Mrs. Gertrude Hupper, leader of
the

Lobster

Buoys

and

Little

Cookies 4-H Clubs in Tenants Har
bor, told th»- 4-H Leaders’ Associa

tion about the demonstrations that
could be given by girls competing
in the Statewide Poultry Consump

tion Contest, at their meeting in

Union Tuesday night.
Mrs. Hupper made an individual
chicken pie showing necessary
techniques and steps to fallow ir.
giving this demonstration.
Mrs. Hazel Gammon, leader of
White Oak 4-H Club, demonstrated
the use of raw vegetables in the
diet.
This demonstration can be
used by girls who wish to compete
in the Statewide Vegetable Contest.
Mrs. Freda Stimpson. assistant
leader of White Oak Club, and Mrs.
Sylvia Keene, leader of Nobleboro
Lincolnettes. gave simple demon
strations in Foods and Homcmaking.
4-H leaders will be training beys
and girls in dt monstr ations relat
ing to their projects for the Demanstation Try-outs to be held in the
county on May 3.
In poultry, vegetable and dairy
foods members will be competing
in statewide contests.
Leaders attending this meeting
and making plans for demonstra
tions were: Conrad Steele and Wil
liam Sperl from Pine Tree 4-H
Club. Washington; Mai ion Steele
and Betty Sperl. Chickadee Club
Washington; Grace Walker and
Craig
Walker,
Coggan’s
Hill.
Union; Marjorie Trout and Mar
jorie Kelley. Brookside Club. Cam
den.
Lucinda Waterman. Alice Buck,
and Mar y L onard. Seaside Club.
Camden; Gertrude Hupper. Lob
ster Buoys. Tenants Harbor; Mary
Helen Ha 1 die. Sunny Bake Club,
Union;
Gretchen
Russel,
and
Eleanor Dir ion. Owaissa Club in
Union; Sylvia Keene. Lincolnettes.
Nobleboro; Leroy Brown, Busy
Farmers. North Nobleboro.
Thelma Brown. Kiddie Kookeis,
North Nobleboro; Lincoln Hawes
ar.d Schuyler Hawes. Meadow View
Club of North Union: Hazel Gam
mon and Freda Stimpson. White
Oak. North Wan*n; Mildred Gam
mon
Warnn Wonder Workers;
Elden
Hunt and
Beryl Hunt,
Bunker
Hill
Workers;
Eunice
F’lagg. Jefferson buekiettes; Nancy

used for an extended time, clean Jr, Pa*, s 1° 1’* ma<b
and dry it thoroughly. Disconnect! ^Ul Grange will contribute tothe
unemployment fund
plug or turn control dial to “off” ward
(food) at the next meeting. Each!
and unscrew interior light. Leave
member will bring a can or- box of
door ajar.
Be sure the refrigerator is level something, either dry milk, cereal
. . . and keep it clean at all times. or canned foods for the Biddeford
and Saco areas.
!
Appointed were B* njaniin and
Reed Speaking
Eva Barbour and liven and Hazel
Gammon to select an outstanding
At Knox P. I. A.
couple from the Grange to enter
in th<- Outstanding Couple Con
Session Tuesday
test. A program will be based on
this at a later date.
"Staying in Business as an IndeGrange members are asked to
>endent” will be the subject to be
send Mrs. Minnie Matthews of
discussed by Frank Reed, poultry
Union a card sower, We are sorry
marketing specialist of the Univerto hear that she has fallen and
By Elroy- H. Grown
! sity of Maine, at a meeting of the
broken her hip. Everyone wishes
• Knox County Poultry Improvement
her a quick recoverey.
Association Tuesday evening at
The card party, held March 7th
At
the
March
meeting,
the
Weymouth Grange Hall in Thom
at
the Grange Hall, was a gnat
Knox-Lincoln
Soil
Conservation
aston.
success.
The next one will be
District
Supervisors
decided
to
The meeting will commence at
Match 22 at the hall.
Mr. and
sell
the
grassland
seeder
pur-1
7.43 p. m and all poultrymen arc
| Mrs. Guy Stimpson and Mr. and
chased
al>out
a
year
ago.
Futh<
r
invited to the session which will
Mrs. Walter Feyler were appointed
deal with the general business information may be obtained by on the committee.
Bring your
problems of the industry on tht contacting the District Office at own dishes and enough food for
Rockland.
grower level.
your table.
Coffee will be fur
Complete
conservation
plans
nished.
have been started for a number
Th» next meeting will be March
Calderwood In
of farms this winter. These will
28.
A wildlife program will be
be completed when conditions are
pnsenttd at this time.
Lead Last Month
suitable to layout the drainage
systems, check farm |»ond sites ACORN ORANGE
In D.H.I.A. Tests
Ry Kwtberyn Maloney
and fo on.
Acorn Grange held its meeting
Frank Caiderwood's herd in
Two farmers became cooper
Union ltd the Knox-Lincoln DH1A ators of the District during Febru Wednesday evening with Master
for Febr uary with bis h« id of 16 ary: Chester Boynton and Sons, item Pipicello presiding.
The first and second degrees
cows producing an average of 1.228 of Whitefield and Ross Hall of
pounds of milk and 48 pounds of Ncwcastb-.
Boynton
and Sons were conferred on six candidates
butter-fat during the month.
operate a large dairy farm and from Acorn Grange and two from
Maine State Prison Farm's held <?A’n
considerable
woodland. Weymouth Grange. The master’s
of 43 cows was next with a per; Among the conservation practices station was filled by Lister Delano
cow- production of 1.204 pounds'they plan to carry out are, wood- during degree work.
Voted to donate to the Pine Tree
of milk and 46 pounds of fat.
1 land improvement. irrigation and
Clifton Walker's herd in Wi«as- j drainage. Roaa Hall is mainly a Society and the Grange Educational
1 Wish fr*«zer compartment
ar.d interior of refrigerator with
lukewarm water to which soda has
been added (one teaspoon soda to
on* quart waterr. Rinse and wipe
dry.
5. Wash chiller tray in luke-

Some people feel poverty strick set. also averaged 46 pounds of | woodland farmer and he plans to Fund
carry on the same management! The lecturer’s march was won by
en if they can’t have everything •
Per cow-

Frank Caiderwood's first calf practices over his entire wood- Sister Elva Benner.
An Easter program will be put
heifer "Hattie” placed on the
on next meeting.
Don't moke a specialty of min- honor roll tor the age group tor
Dm And Live!
Lunch committee on April 2 will]
ing goWen opportunities.
the third consecutive month.

Is Continuing
Shipments of canned corn from

New England warehouses dropped
from the January high of 69.000

cases to some 64,000 cases during
February according to a report
issued today by the Nc*.v England

Cream Style Corn Committee.

The special committee, which
\yis organized to promote move
ment of a high inventory of the
1957 pack fiom New England
warehouses, pointed out further
that sabs should average some

B,i 000
» month tor thl' n<“*‘
five months in order to take care
of some 328.000 cases left to be
shipped, sales usually diop dur
ing the months of June and Ju’y,
according to the report, so it is
vitally important that promotion
and sales be stepped up immedi
ately in order- to move as much
as 70,000 cases a month for the
next three months thereby mak
ing allowance for a period of
slack shipments. Failure to move
sufficient quantities of the corn
could seriously affect the NewEngland farming industry. High
inventories must be greatly re
duced before contracts for corn
acreage are assigned farmers
during the middle of May.
Excellent sh pments of Janu
ary and February have greatly
improved the situation, saye the
Committee, but the season's slow
start has made it rather difficult
for the industry to catch up. Uu
to Dec. 1. only 80.000 eases of the
1957 crop had been shipped. How< ver, shipments jumped from 27,IK’O eases during December to the
January high of 69.000.
According to th^ Committee’s
report, a March 1 .bulletin shew
ed that only 42 per cent of the
1957 pack had been moved to
that date.
Bond. Jefferson Hill Toppers; Don
ald Stan and Richard Saltninen.
Amateur Farmers West Rockport.
The next meeting of the Associa
tion will be on April 28 at the Bunk
er Hill Grange Had.

be Crosby Prior and Lester Sim
mons.
Ten visitors were present from
Weymouth, Windsor . White Oak
and Owls Head Granges and 31
members were present.
------------------------------------------------------- -

Money-saving news for farmers

Warranted up to 4 yean
The Gulf Fewer Cmt Battery is just plain
jam-packed with power. It’s a dry-<Jiarged

battery, sealed at the factory—it can't lose
power on the shelf. You add the liquid when
you’re ready to use it—and get the full
power you paid for.!

For fast, dependable service
call your Gulf Farm Dealer:
MARITIME OIL COMPANY
GISTIIBUTOtS

they want.

■nvo yon caah

<

delivery right to year

u-a-tfl

ei
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The First and Great

New Vistas Of Vision

Commandment

'
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:

Benevolence is one of the mast
! important
doctrines
that the
Savior taught his disciples and
followers during his brief exist-■ ■
■ the Colonist Pioneer Girls at
6 30; Tuesday, the Golden Hour of
prayer, praise and Bible study at
7.30;
Wednesday.
thc
Pilgrim
I Pioneer Girls at 3.30. and at 7
1 the Boys Battalion, Boys Stock
ade and choir rehearsal; Thurs. day, a deacons meeting at 7.39;
Friday, the Junior Ambassadors
at 3.30; and Saturday, the prayer
hour at 7.30. On Friday evening
at 7.30 Rockland Christian Cinema
will present the new sound motion
picture, “Centerville Awakening.''
• • •

. 5. i
< I

:

A DECADE OF DESIGN has made great differences in driver
vision, whether that driver commands an airliner or an automobile.
At left, are the post-W’orld War II versions of windshields for
both—a 1947 Dodge, above; a DC-3, helnw. The pictures at right
show today's control tower vision on either the airways or the
expressways. The upper picture shows the “picture windshield”
on the 1958 Dodge, while the lower shows similsr improvement in
visibility on a current helicopter.

■97TNE VRAWEKFUL
In a nation as big as ours there is always a
tendency to overlook the individual and to
think only of groups. Youth gets the brunt
of this generalizing.
About three percent of our boys and girls
are delinquent. But some folks would have
us believe that every child is a potential de
linquent.
Time we realized that children aren’t
chicks! They don't grow up by the drawerful
to have the same characteristics and habits.
Children respond to love, parental example,
religious guidance. They possess an everincreasing aptitude for responsibility, trust,
and faith.
Most of our boys and girls will grow up to
assume their rightful place in an orderly,
Christian society. Some will populate our
jails. But the destiny of the individual youth
is not a matter of chance and percentage . . .
It is determined primarily by the conscien
tiousness of loving parents, and by the per
sistency with which his natural religious in
terests are cultivated.

JlttenbiJcour vtuta
THE CHURCH FOR AU . . .

AU FOR THE CHURCH
The Church is the greatest lactor on earth lor the building o!
character and good citizenship It
is a storehouse of spiritual values
Without a strong Church, neither
democracy nor civilization can
survive
There are lour sound
reasons why every person should
attend services regularly and support the Church
They are 11,
For his own sake
12, Tor his
children s sake (3, For the sake
ol his community and nation (4,
For the sake of the Church itself,
which needs his moral and ma

terial support
Plan to go to
church regularly and read your
Bib^e daily.
Day
Book
Sunday
Luke
Monday
Exodus
Tuesday
Psalms
Wednesd'y Psalms
Thursday Ephesians
Friday
Ephesians
Saturday I John

15- 17
4-6

16- 17
13-15

Copyright 1958. Keister Adv. Sen ice, Strasburg, Va.
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Sponsored by

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

KNOX COUNTY TRUST COMPANY

Member of Federal Reserve System
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

Rockland -Camden ■ I’nion - Vinalhaven
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

COFFIN'S CLOTHING

GREGORY'S

Men’a nnd Boys’

MEN S AND BOVS’ CLOTHING
616 Main St.
Kockland
Telephone 291

MCDONALD'S
TEL. 1

THOMASTON

MAINE

HOCKING GRANITE INDUSTRIES, INC.
GRANITE MANTELS FOR FIREPLACES
Clark Island

LINCOLN E. McRAE, INC.
INVESTMENTS

ROCKLAND-ROCKPORT LIME CO., INC.
ROCKLAND — MAINR

LLOYD'S REXALL DRUGS
Prescription Specialists
IRS MAIN ST.
BOCKLAND

G. H. ASTON & SONS, INC.
110-118 MAIN STREET
Visit Onr Luncheonette

J. J. NEWBERRY CO.
ROCKLAND'S COMPLETE FAMILY STOBE

MARITIME OIL COMPANY

ROCKLANO ESSO STATION
AVIS RENT-A-CAR
MM
John Carry, Prop.

DRAGON CEMENT COMPANY
Division of American Marietta Company

THOMASTON, MAINE

SUPERIOR OIL, INC.
ESSO PRODUCTS

BOX 628

SENTER - CRANE'S

BOCKLAND, MAINE

A QUALITY DEPARTMENT STORE

Rockland. Mainn

NEWBERT'S RESTAURANT
ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASSN.

W. C. LADD AND SONS

Serving Knox ( ounty in Thrift and

INSURANCE

Home Ownership Since 18X8

LAMB'S DRY CLEANERS

McCARTY'S DRUG STORE

SERVICE AS TOO WANT IT

TOUR FAMILY DRUG STORE

811 MAIN ST.

TELEPHONE 69

RICHARDSON'S

FROST & WILKINS, INC.

Clothing and Shoes

RANGE AND FUEL OIL

THOMASTON

FEYLER FISH CO., INC.

STANLEY'S GARAGE

LOBSTERS — FISH — SCALLOPS
Fresh and Salt Fish of All Kinds

RAMBLER
Sales and Service
*

40-FATHOM FISHERIES ANO TRAWLERS

A. C. McLOON & CO.

PROCESSORS OF FROZEN FISH

Distributor Shell Gasoline, Range, Fuel Olla
Utility-Gas nnd Appliances

ROSS MOTORS, INC
CADILLAC — OLDSMOBILE

VAN BAALEN, HEILBRUN & CO., INC.

BOB'S RESTAURANT

U

FABK STREET-------- 78 MAIN STREET

Family Style Dinners Served Dally

GILBERT'S BEAUTY SALON
JEAN MORSE. Prop.

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
Electric Appliances. Sadie, Television
POE SERVICE CALL 781
M8 MAIN ST.

HUSTUS BODY SHOP

>75 MAIN ST.

TELEPHONE 118

BRACKETT'S DRUG STORE
THOMASTON — MAINE

AalomnUve Machine Shop Service
TELEPHONE 4M
THOMASTON

THE THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK
ROCKLANO SAVINGS BANK

Member of Federal Reserve System

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

Member Federal Deposit Iasaraace Corp.

^llUiiilllllUIIMIIIIIIIIIIMIIIUMHIHiiliiihUIUHiilHlltilUitt

Services for the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-Day Saints ‘‘Mormon Church” are held each Sunday morning at 10 30 in the Grand
Army Hall in Rockland.
The
Priesthood meeting for the men
is held at 9. Sunday morning at
the Grand Army Hall.
Relief
Society for the women is held
Wednesday
evening
at
7.39.
Everyone is cordially invited to
attend all services and meetings.
• • •

Worship services for members
of The Church of Christ will be
conducted at 3 p. m. Sunday in
Grand Army Hall, on Limerock
Street. Evangelist Dwaine Evans
of Augusta wiil lead. AI1 viaitor,
welcome.
• • •
I
St. Bernard's Rockland, Sunday,
Masses, 8 and 11 a. m. St. James’
Thomaston, 9 a. m.; Our Lady of
Good Hope, Camden, 9.30 a. m.;
Confessions at St. Bernard’s, Sat
urday at 3.30 and 7 p. m. Daily
Mass at 6.45 a. m.
• • •
•

St. John tne Baptist Episcopal
Church, Thomaston: Holy Communion every Sunday at 8 a. m.,
preceded by morning prayer at
7.40 a. m. Sunday Schc jl every I
Sunday at 10.30 a. m. except firat
Sunday of the month. Morning
Prayer and Family Service first
Sunday of each month for parents,
children, A warm invitation is
extended to everyone to attend
this service. Communion break-!

|
1
I
:

The Reorganized
Church of
i Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
' will hold their services Sunday as
1 follows: Church School at 10 a. m..
classes for all age groups; moi ning
church worship at II a. m.. speak*
j er. Elder George Woodward; youth

ph.-nomenon. a human concept.
sometimes beautiful, always erj
roneous.”
Selections from the Bible will
the following ’Isaiah 40:8):
..The gragg withpreth thp flowpr
fadpth bu, thp wold of QUr God
shal, stand for pvcr ...
Sunday services and Sunday
School are both at 10.30 a. in. and
the Wednesday evening meeting*
are at 7.30.
• • •

At the Church of the Nazarene,
Rev. R. O. Johnston, pastor, serv
ices Sunday will be: Sunday
S"'°o1 at 9
mo,ninK worship at
11; Joun» I’e°P>'» meeting at 6
and the evening Evangelistic service at 7. The pastor will speak

in thc morning on "W’ho is
•,<’SW-Q
and in the evening on
"®11' Fearful Church . The midweek prayer meeting will be on
Wednesday night at 7.

At the Congregational Church,
Rev. Charles R Monteith. pastor:

The Peoples Methodist Church of
South Thomaston will meet foi
their Church School at 2 o'Ndock
and worship service at 3 o'clock.
Rev. Merle Conant will preach on
the subject. “Inheriting the Kingdom ", All members of the parish
are invited to attend.
We shall
meet at the Central School.
• • •

meeting will be cancelled account
of Youth Conference; evening worship at 7 p. m.. speaker. Priest
Coleman Woodward; Wednesday
evening prayer meting at 7 p. m.
• • •
At thc Littlefield Memorial Bapi tisft Church, Church School will
! meet for classes at 9.45 a. ni. Sun
day.
Morning worship will be
i conducted by the pastor at 11
. a. m. w’hen the sermon topic will
be "Watch Therefore’’. Thc adult
choir wdll sing.
Carol choir and
Junior BYF will meet at 5.15 p. m.
Chapel choir and Senior BYF will
meet at 5.30 p. m.
Pastor's in
struction class will meet Sunday
at 6.30 p. m. Evening worship will
be conducted at 7.15 p. m. The
chapel choir will sing and the pas
tor will preach on the subject,
“A Regenerate Church Member
ship".
Boy Scouts of Troop 243 meet
Monday at the church at 6.30 p. m.
The Lenten School of Prayer vtill
meet at 7 p. m. Tuesday, the topic
for discussion, “Our Daily Bread".
Ladies’ Aid will meet at the home
! of Velma Belyca on upper Cam; den Street on Monday evening at
7 p. m. The Rockland WCTU will
meet at the church on Friday at
2.30 p. m.

ance among men.
He taught
benevolence as a principle of
love, far above other principles,
and He placed it first among
many o' His teachings. Benevo
lence for our feliow men, ie
placed second only to love for
God. On one occasion the scriptures tell ss of a group of Phaiiwho came to Christ as
learned men, and in thig instance
a certain lawyer posed this question to Christ. ’ Master, which is
the great commandment in the
law?".
Tiie Savior’s answer to
the lacvyer, had a two fold mean
ing. but both meanings were
closely related to the subject of
benevolance.
The Saviour said.
"Thou shalt love the Lord thy
God with all thy heart, and with
all thy soul, and with all thy mind.
This u? the first and great com
mandment. And the second is
like unto it, Thou shalt love thy
neighbor as thyself.” Could the
Saviour have given the lawyer
any clearer of an answer? On
His answer hinged all of the basic
commandment of Christ, “Thou
shalt 1-ove.” (Matt. 22:36-49)

Tenants Harbor
MBS. HENRY ALIEN
Correspondent
Telephone M

Mr. and Mrs. Donald Foster entertained with a birthday party
Saturday, honoring the second
birthday of their twin daughters.
Present were: Psulyne McBrlne,
Laura Jean Carter, Tammy Rack.
liffe. Laurie Ann Simmons. Leda
Herrick, Mrs. Ronald Raekliffe,
Mrs. Dna Herrick and the twins’
aunts, Mrs. Harland Raw ley and
Mrs. Stanley Doughty of Port*
land.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Black
have received w’ord of the birth
of a daughter to Mr. and Mrs.
Harlan Black at the Lawrence
Memorial Hospital, New London,
Conn., Wednesday.
Mrs. Stanley Doughty has re
turned to her home in Portland,
after a three weeks visit with her
sister, Barbara Foster.
George Carey, son of Mr, and
Mrs. James Carey of Harts Neck,
has been named to the Deans List
Endowed with authority from at Middiebury College in Vei»
Christ, HLs apostles also carried mont, for the first semester.
Church Notice*
the doctrine of love of fellow nvn
Sunday, March 23. services at
to all they came in contact with.
The apostle John wrote, "Beloved, the Baptist Church. Rev. Harold
let us love one another; lor love A. Haskell, pastor, w’ill be:
9.15 a. m.. Church School; 10.30,
is of God; and every one that
The sermon
loveth is bom of God. and kno*.v- Divine Worship.
eth Cod.
(U John 4:7).
The theme will be “The Salt of the
apostle Paul also understood this Earth." 6 p. m.. the Youth Felprinciple when he wrote. "Love j lowshiP meetings. 7 p. m., the
worketh no ill to his neighbor: Gospel Hour and Song Time. The
therefore love is the fulfilling of f theme of the evening's message
Uc Iaw
(Romans 13:10).
will be "The Cry for Companion
ship."
8.15, the choir will re
For men to gain their eternal .
hearse in the sanctuary.
life, they cannot overlook the !
Monday at 7 p. m. the member
duty of love and Benevolence for |
ship committee will meet with the
ones fellow man. It is the way 1
candidates for baptism and church
by which we can glorify our ,
membership in the church vestry’.
Father in Heaven.
All committee members and can
Elders Pitts and Shepherd ■
didates for membership are reChurch of Jesus Christ of quested t0 be pre8ent.
Latter-Day Saints (Mormon)
The monthly meeting of the
—
board of deacons will be held fol
PORT CLYDE
lowing the committee meeting.

Wednesday at 7 p. m.. the Hour
Sunday services at the Baptist
Church will be at 2 p. m. with the ' of Power Service. This week we
pastor, Rev. Harold A. Haskel! | wi» ,tud>' Rom>n5 8. There will
preaching on ‘‘The Salt of the be a business meeting of the
church following the service.
Earth.”
The Youth Center will not be
Prayer meeting will be Tuesday
open this week or next, because
at 7 p. m. with the study in Ro of the high school play and the
mans 8.
Holy Week services, but will be
open again Friday, April 11.
( hurch Services
This Sunday is Bible School Suuday at the Advent Christian ' NORTH SEARSMONT
Church. The Bible School Choir ' Mrs. Agnes Fuller visited Wedwill provide special music during j nesiay with Mr s Lavonia Dolly
the morning worship. Services , at Belmont. Mi s. Dolly is makduring the day are as follows.’ ' ing preparations to move to BelMorning worship. 10 a. m ; Sun- ' fact in the near future.
day School. 11.10 a. m.; evening
Mrs. Earle Biekmore of Kittery
gospel hour, 7 p. m. Rev. Wil- has been a recent visitor 'at the
liam Mather, pastor, will have for Maddocks home.
Mrs. Arnold Fuller and infant
his sermon subjects: "The Word
of Curiosty’’ and "The Last Words daughter called Wednesday on
Mr. and Mrs. Elden Maddocks.
of a Godly’ Man".

Passion Sunday will be observed
XVIth
sermon
by the
pastoi
"J'arf»c Enough Causes." and the
mentor choir will present an anth‘ni- directed by Mrs. Howard
dearborn and a trio consisting of
^rs. Clyde- Warner. Mrs. Robert
Hudson and Richard French will
At th» Owls Head Baptist Church:
offertory selection. Morning worship. Sunday. 8.45
Present an
Mr<« Howard Rollins is organist. I
Church School. Sunday,
^urcb School classes at 9 for 4 10 a. m.; BYF. Sunday. 6 p. ni.;
v,’ar °''ds 'trough high school, praper and Bible study Thuisday,
On Monday evening a group
Chart your course before you
fast at 9 a. m. each Sunday at and at 10 30 for 2 Xcar °''16 17 p m.
from the church will attend evan,
,
»tart on your journey through
• • •
Knox Hotel.
thiough grade 8.
A pastor’s
gelistic services at thc Chelsea ...
life.
• • •
! class for high school students will
At thc Piatt Memorial Methodist Advent Christian Church.
The ___________________________________
St. Peter’a Episcopal Church, be held at 4.15. Comrades of the Church, thc Sunday morning worMission Society will meet on Tues- j Synopsis of the Annual Statement of
Rev. E. O. Kenyon Obi. I. W’., Way me-et at 6, and at 7.30 the i ship service will be held at 10.30. day evening at the parsonage. (
GLENS FALI> INSURANCE
Rector: Parish Mass and sermon final Discussion Group meeting Rev. Merle S. Conant will preach The weekly prayer meeting will J
< OMPANY
Glens Falls, New York
at 9.30. Weekday Masses, Tues will be hi-1<1.
j on the theme. "Inheriting the King meet on Wednesday evening a4 7
ASSETS, DEC. 31. 19T.7
day, Thursday, Friday, at 7.30; on
will play p. m. A study of the Ten Com-1 Bonds,
Appointments for the week in dom". Anne Davis
$ 85.808 461.68
Wednesday at 6 a. m.
i'lude: Monday. Girl Scout Troop “Grand Chorus in A Minor" by mandments is in progress.
j Stocks.
37.915.954.34
• • •
I 7 at 3. Boy Scout Troop 206 at Cummings. “Offertory in G" by
Real Estate Owned,
1 050.612.28
How
spiritual perception ol 7 -q. TuPsday, Girl Scout Troops Timmings, and "March Romaine” Synopsis of the Annual Statement of Cash and Bank
God’s jxnver brings freedom from! , and 2 at 3. Pa<;k
Commjttee by Gounod.
t.
S.
BRAN
<11
SIN
INSURANCE!
deposits.
7.650,742.59
Tht choir will sing
OFFICE, LTD.
i Agents Balances or Unbondage to materialism will be a ;lt
7 W;
Thursdav.
Diligent "Blessed Are The Merciful" by
55 Fifth Avenue
collected Premiums, 9.115 182.31
topic dealt with at Christian 1>ames hold an a„ day meeting Hile and Mr. DeGroff will sing
New York. New York
Other Assets.
9.083,677.00
Science services Sufiday.
j ,lt thp churchi Senior Choir re- "It Is Enough" (from Elijah) by
ASSETS DEC 31. 1957
--------------------$13,686,785.06
Total Assets.
$150 624.650.20
Keynoting the Lesson - Sermon h(.argPS at 7 and Kupples Klub Mendelssohn. The Church School Bonds,
4 147.935.16
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
on "Matter” is the Golden Text hoIda a month* supp,.r mc€ting J will meet at 11 o'clock for thc Stocks.
Cash and Brink Deposits, 856.678.54 ' OTHER FUNDS. DEC. 31, 1957
from 1 John .2:16.: "All that is in
7 wjth u Tfwmas C!intfan
I discussion of the Bible lesson. Thc Agents Balances or Unj Reserve for Losses. $ 36,311.649.25
the world, the lust of the flesh. . cbarge of th(? prograr]. Fridav. Youth Fellowship meets at 5
collectid Premiums, 1.261.523.23 -Reserve for Loss Adjustment Expenses,
4.831.920.00
and the lust of the eyes, and the | Jimlor
reheargpa at 315; o’clock for worship, business, and Other Assets,
789.181 26
Reserve for Unearned
pr.de of hie. IS not of ’he Father. Saturdav Post 2lie mppts at 6 30 program
Premiums.
57 444.679.22
Total Assets
$20 742.092.25
but is of the world. '
j
fhp churrh ,o g0 Qn
,.socjal
The Boy Scouts meet on Mondavi LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
Reserve for Taxes.
2.150 337 48
From "Science and Health with' event."
All Other Liabilities,
4.936,127.97
night at 7 o’clock for their Scout I OTH*ER FUNDS. DEC 31. 1957
Key’ to the Scriptures" by Mary
program and the Girl Scouts will' Reserve for Losses, $ 1,118 271.49
• • •
Total Liabilities,
hold their meeting on TuPsday | Reserve Jor Loss Adjust
*106 674 713.92
Baker Eddy will be read the fol
At the First Baptist Church the
ment Expenses,
488.522.00 Siweial Surplus
lowing <277:29). “Nothing we can
Funds.
Sunday morning worship service afternoon to work on their goals Rpserv,. for Unearned
* 15.881.582.69
say or believe regarding matter will be at 10.45, and the pastor, The Official Board will hold an! Premiums,
7 522.284.28 Capital Paid Up or
Statutory
Deposit,
is immortal, for matter is tem . Rev. Roy I. Bohanan will have as important meeting on Tuesday Reserve for Taxes,
308.730.00
6 500.000.00
898.471.57 Unassigned Funds
night at 7.30. The body will discus- A!l Oth‘!r Liabilities,
poral and is therefore a mortal
i his sermon subject. "The Way of
(Surplus).
22.368.353.59
Happiness" and his children’s ser- and vote on the Union Summer; Total Liabilities.
$13 336.299.34
Surplus as Regards
$
500.000.00
" C^/CK (Z^e, DOC/G j’ "
,
monette will be on "Button, But Services in which the church has Statutory Deposit,
Policyholders,
$ 44.949,936.28
Funds
ton". The Church School at 9.30 co-operated for two years. A full |I Unaasigned
(Surplus),
6.905.792 91
will have Bible study classes for board is desired. The senior choii
Total,
$150 624.650.20
Surplus as Regards
all from two years of age and up. will rehearse on Thursday' night at
•'.VS-41
7
30
and
the
junior
choir
will
hold
'
I*oHcyhoiders.
* 7 40.3 792.91
In the Early’ Teen Agers meetSynofuds
of
the
Annual
Statement
ol
WHEN SPRIN6 SNEAKS IN
jngat 545 Baibara Morang will their rehearsal on Friday after
ST. PAUL FIRE MARINE
Total
*20,742.092.25
noon
at
3.15.
INSURANCE COMPANY
b« the leader and Betty Lee Clark
A COLDISH DAY,
.".3-.S41
St. Paal. kMInnesnta
OUC OIL ON HAND
| the speaker. Bill Emery and K* n
ASSETS, DEC. 31. 1957
Thi
Universalist Church on Sjnnpsis nf the Annual Statement «l
Mirriam will be in charge of the
DRIVES CHILL AWAY
SUN
INSUKAN4
E
4
OMPAN
Y
OF
Bonds,
*125.069 281.17
Union Street extends a warm wel
Senior Ambassadors meeting. The
Stocks
89.707.156.48
NEW 5'ORK
come to ail persons to participate
55 Fifth Avenue
Real Estate Owned,
4.279.496.02
i pastor will conduct a church:
I Cash and Bank
New Y ork, New York
m» mfbership class for young peo | in its services and activities. The
ASSETS, DEC. 31. 195
Doposits.
10,098,274.14
Sunday seivice is held at II a m.
i pie at 6. The evening service will (
*1 480.782.85 Agents Balances or Un
Rev. William J. Robbins will Bonds.
I open at 7 and be broadcast at j
Stocks
4.315.816.16
collected Premiums, 2().383 886.31
preach on thc topic. ' Spontaneous Cash and Bank Deposits, 920.429.09 Other Assets.
6.972,778.30
7.30 over WRKD
Music wall be j
Religion".
Thc choir will sing Agents Balances or Un
by the choir, a soloist, and an incollected Premiums,
697,991.26
Total Assets.
under thc direction of Esther
*256 510.872.72
; strumcntal duet, and Rev. Mr.
951.916.53
LIABILITIES SlfRPLUS AND
Rogers with Ruth Dalton as or Other Assets,
Bohanan s message will bc on
OTHER Fl'NDS DEC. 31. 1957
ganist. Thc Church School, Sam
Total Assets
*20.366.935.89 Reserve for Losses, * 48.220 285 41
Short-Weight.”
Collins, superintendent, meets at
Rcservi for Loss Adjust
LIABILITTES. SURPLUS AND
Meetings during the week v ill
OTHER Fl'NDS. DEC 31. 1967
ment Expenses.
5.896.216.91
thc same hour with groups from
We’re ready to serve you when
be as follows: Monday, the Ex
* 3.962 427.49 Reserve for Unearned
kindergarten through high school R, serve for Losses.
you need uh! < ourteou* driven*
Reserve foi Loss Adjust
Premiums.
79 225.677 06
plorer Pioneer Girls at 6.30 with
age. The Junior Youth Fellowship
3.066.228.66
ment Expenses.
488.522.00 Reserve for Taxon.
deliver your Fuel Oil need*
R- v. Mr. Bohanan speaking, and
meets at 3 for a sliding party and Reserve for Unearned
, All Other Liabilities.
9 286.270A2
promptly from metered truck*.
Premiums.
snarks.
6 925 O4O 73
------------------—
Fill up your tank NOW!
Reserve
for
Taxes.
305
250
00
Total
Liabilities,
*145,714.689.11
< hri'ttian ( inema pre»eBt»
Appointments for thc week in
All Other Liabilities
682.146 64 9pecial Surplus
"CENTEXVILU AWAKENING" clude thc following: Monday. 3.
------------—
Funds.
J 6 000,000.00
Girl Scouts; 6.30. Boy Scouts; Tues
Total Libilitiea,
*12 353.386.86 Capital Paid Up or
A feature length Motion Picture
* 2.000,000.00
Statutory Deposit,
25.563.99*^0
day. 2. Chapifi Class at thc home Capital Paid Up.
Rorkland First Baptist Church
1 Unasnigned Funds
MARCH 28
of Mrs. Mary Southard, 10 Ocean Unassigned Funds
(Surplus),
(Surplus),
79.212.5M.il
6.013.549.03
North Waldoboro. Nazarene
"CHICKS SERVICE "
Street; 7.30. choir rehearsal at 10
Chnreh. MAR4 H 29 '
O/LS
Claremont
Street;
Thursday,
3.
Surplus as Regards
Surplus as Regards
Nobleboro First Baptist Cfcorck
Policyholders,
* 8.013549.03
Policyholders,
*UO.7W463A1
Brownies; 7.30, Lenten study group
MARCH 30
(' NfCht 1140 K \
AU at 7.99 p. m.
on "The Bible and Modern Life”
Total,
Sfs-4 MAN
.
Total,
*20,996.935 A9
35-38
(Thc Gospel of John),
35-S-41
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News and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be aent
or telephoned to
MRS. GEORGE NEWBERT. HIGH ST, TEL. 156-5

' November of 1919 to February of
i 1924. under the two mayors. Edwin L. Brown and Reuben ThornI dike. He was a member of St.
! James’ Catholic Church in Thom

aston.

Snow Bowl
UNION

Lodge Entered

Correspond*"*

Camden
Police
Chief
John
Rainfrette reports that the Cam
den Outing Club lodge at the
Snow Bowl was entered sometime
Wednesday night through a win
dow in the rear of the building.
Several bottles of a soft drink
were taken from the cellar. Rain
frette remarked that the thieves
had apparently emptied the contents of several of the bolltes and
left them on the floor, The break
is under investigation.

H<* is survived by his widow,
The Women's Community Club
Everett Creighton :.iul Robert to Mrs. Rogers A group of sixth
Anne Hanley Gillchrest; a sister.
meets Tuesday evening, March 25,
Ha.l attended thi New Er.gmnd graders who sang were: Charles
When making out your will re- Olive Gillchrest of Rockland; two
at the Methodist Church vestry.
Basketball Tournament at Boston Richard* Charles Monroe. Carol
member your church and your nephews. Osgood Gilbert of Rock
An Easter parade will be part of
Garden Thursdav
.
Giles. Dianne Guptill, Pamela
hospital.
land and George Gilbert of Bos
the program. The hostesses will
Mrs Albert Welch has been a Jackson. Janice Doiman. Linda
ton.
serve refreshments.
GEORGE E. <» I MAH REST
recent guest of her sister at Old Sevon. Beverly Jacobs. Mickey
Rosary will be recited Friday
George E. Gillchrest, 80. died
Orchard Beach
Crute
Robert Genevicz. Robert
Twelve ladies of Friendly Circle
evening at 8.30 p. m. at the Rus
Thursday at his residence at 5
Git'. Scout Troop 8 with their Spearin. Wesley Newbert. Richmet Wednesday at the Methodist
s' 1’
Funeral Home.
Requiem
Gleason street in Thomaston. Mr.
leade: Mrs A.ice Robbins wil. ard Robir.sor. and Jerry Smalley,
Church vestry for a cleaning bee.
Mass will be read Saturday at 9
meet at the Federated Church
Original stories and poems were
G’llchrest was bom in Rockland.
A fine job of work was accom
a. m. at St. James’ Church in
Tuesday at 5.30 p m to attend read by Linda Allen. Theodore
Jan. 10. 1878, the son of Charles
plished.
Thomaston, with Rev. George W.
supper with th' ir tatheiStone. David Littlefield. Priscilla
and Nancy Howard Gillchrest.
Mr .and Mrs. Harold Fossett
Goudreau officiating.
Interment
Friendship
Mrs Benjamin Smalley. Ji en- Chapman, Linda Kangas, Robert
He was a former tax collector,
quietly observed their 3»th wedding
will be in St Jame«’ Cemetery in
teitained Wednesday evening at Spearin Pamela Jackson. Wesley
overseer of the poor and select
ffTTJ.EN L. BAIRD
anniversary. Miss Ida Hughes was
Thomaston.
Friends are kindly
her home foi the benefit of the Newbert. Carol Gillis. Dianne Gupman of Thomaston, and served
Correspondent
a dinner guest.
requested to omit flowers.
Tel. TEmple MOM
Thoniaston Clippt . Those who till. Katherine Blastow. Conrad
as city marshal in Rockland from
Bethel Rebekah Lodge meets
mailt up une tab.' of bridge w.
Johnson
Patricia Wallace and
-------------------------------------------------------MRS. HATTIE K. WOTTON
Monday evening for practice of
Twentieth
(
entury-Eox
’
n
romantic
drama
in
“
The
Gift
of
Ixne
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Oliver
Bell
of
Mrs Clayton Howard. Mrs. Rob- Fay >
Townsend.
Refreshments
Mrg Hatti(, E Wotton. 66. wife
CinemaScopc and 1>»
uxe Color, starring Lauren Bacall and Robert will meet at the home of Mrs. |
Bath were dinner guests of their ; degree WO1^
ert Clarke and Mrs. Cecil Polky. were served by Mis. Roy Emer StaRi with Evehn Rudie. will open Sunday at the strand Theatre. The Edna
Ames
Monday evening, of Ira W. Wotton of 100 Union
The Extension group meets Tues
son and daughter-in-law. Rev. and
The Swinging Beavers will en son and Mrs. Gerald Adams.
heart-filling story concern* a brilliant young atomic *ci»nti*t and hi< March 24.
street,
Rockland
died
early
Mrs. David W. Bell on Wednesday, day evening with Mrs. Grace Mink.
wife who take into their home an orphan who change* their live*.
tertain the Ward 20 patients at
Miss
Florence
Frye,
daughter
Church News
Thursday in a nursing home' in
Mrs. George Bangs and infant i Miss Gene West, home demonstra
Togus Monday at a party with
of Mr. and Mrs. William Frye. Union.
Federated Church Sunday School
son, George, Jr., returned home tion agent, will be present. The
will
send
this
information
out
to
lobster sandwiches and fudge for
Simonton
Corner,
will
be
the
dele

Mrs. Wotton was born April 27,
convenes at 9.45 with Mrs. Karl Thank You
from Knox Hospital on Wednesday lunch will be provided by the hos
you.
refreshments.
gate to Dirigo Girls State, repre 1892. in Warren, the daughter of
Stetson as superintendent, followed
and are with her parents. Mr. and tess and each member will con
(
ORN
RABBIT
Mis. Grace Andrews spent Wed
< Continued from Page Four»
senting Rockport High School, Byron and Lucy Cowing Rider.
, by service of worship at 11 o’clock
tribute towards th expenses.
Mrs. Elden L. Cook.
4 Servings
nesday with her niece, Mrs. Anita
day.
If
this
is
the
case
and
you
and sponsored by the American
Surviving beside her husband is
with Rev. John A. Morrison as
Seven Tree Circle members are
2
cups
canned
tomatoes
Master
Dave
Neal
has
been
a
•
Messer, in Warren.
Legion Auxiliary War Memorial a son Gordon P. Wotton of Rockpastor. Anthem by the choir, “The want to know which day to go we lli cups canned corn
surgical patient at the Thayer | "minded to be present Wednesday
The committee for the Friendly
have programs in the office. Come
Post. The alternate will be Miss land; a brother, Frank M. Rider Hospital in Waterville.
! afternoon at the hall' where two
Rugged Cross’’ by Bennaid.
3 tablespoons table fat
Circle supper which will be held
Gladys Kee, daughter of Mr. and • Of Rockport and a grandson, Alan
Solo. “I Saw The Place’’ by and get one or drop us a po«t card 2 tablespoons onion (chopped)
The Librarian. Phyllis McFar-1 MUilt-s will be tacked. A 6 o'clock
Tuesday at o’clock at the Fed
Mrs. Arthur Kee of Glen Cove.
p Wotton of Thomaston.
Enners. sung by William T. Smith. and we will sent it to you.
land, announces the receipt of the puPPPr for members, husbands and
2 tab:espoons chopped green pepper
erated Church are: Chairman Mrs.;
The Camden Junior Women’s
Corn, milk, eggs are still foods
Funeral sendees will be held following new books: Blue ca-| Grange members will be served
Sermon subject. “Deliver Us From
1 tablespoon flour
new
Edna Young. Mrs. Shirley Columb,
Club will sponsor a style show Sunday at 2 p. m. from the Rus
Evil”. Youth Fellowship will have that are in good supply and they 1 teaspoon salt
melia. Frances Park Keyes; Fair P°l luck "O'1*- If you are one of
Mrs. Gloria Howard. Mis. Mildred
supplement
each
other
very
well.
for
charitable
benefits
on
Thurssell Funeral Home with Rev. Oaks. Frank Yerby; The Kings the abovp- make an effort to ba
devotional services at 6 o’clock fol
teaspoon pepper
Abbott and Mrs. Norma Hamilton |
dev. March 27 at 8 p. m at the Chester M. Staples officiating.
lowed by a business meeting. Mon Take advantage of the good corn 1 teaspoon sugar
The first and second degrees
Messenger,
Samuel
Edwards; present.
Parish
House, interment will be Sterling Cemv
day We-Two Club will meet at buys and use this vegetable in S teaspoon Worcestershire sauce Congregational
Mr. and Mrs. John Burns enterwere worked Wednesday night at
Brave Pursuit. Marguerite Allis;
with fashions from the Tweed tery in Warren.
the church at 6 o’clock for a supper chowder, as corn custaid or as a ls pound Cheddar cheese, diced
Hickory, Dickory, Death. Agathie talned Ml and Mrs Robert Farrla,
Acorn Grange in Cushing on the
Right now corn
Shop modeled by Junior Women !
_____________
prepared b\ Mr anl Mrs Richard aide vegetab.c
Christie; and for the young reader, “r- and Mrs. David Carroll ar.d
2 eggs beaten
two Weymouth Grange candidates.
Variety acts will be included in MAYNARD J. SPEAR
Woodcock Mr and Mrs. Roger is one wav t. S>n«-tch the Food
Brenda and Audrey Smith
Underwater, Bill Barada; The family and Mis. Bessie Carroll on
Saute onion and green peppe i
Selectman Maynard J. Spear,
the program and refreshments
Jameson and Mi. and Mrs. John , Do;.n.
Mrs. Albert Wt Ich entertained at
Merry Adventures of Robinhood, Sunday.
in fat until tender. Blend in flour.
will be served. The co-chairmen 67. ot 47 Main street, Thomaston,
Fletcher
On the entertainment
The new fabrics are in the stores
Union PTA holds their rummage
dinner Tuesday evening at her
Howard Pyle; It’s a Date, Aurelia
Mix tomatoes and corn in the top
committee are Mr. and Mrs. Rich for that Eastern suit and summer
will be Mrs. Henry Manning and died Thursday at Rockland after
home on Wadsworth Street to cele
Stowe; Peter Pan, adapted by sale today at the Methodist Church
of a double boiler. Add the pepper,
ard Sukeforth and Mr. and Mrs dresses. The colors and textures
Mrs. Thomas Bland, assisted by | a brief illness.
Phoebe Wilson; Buckskin Scout, | ves^rY’
brate the birthdays of Mrs. Ralph
onion mixtures. Cook thoroughly.
He was born in Thomaston Jan. M Renuck and M. Tyler; Secret' Mr»- Charles Farmer has been
Mersfelders.
Tuesday.
Friendly lend an unlimited variety.
Mrs. Eugene
Dalrymple. Mrs.
Your
Keyes and Miss Ethel Upham.
Add seasonings and cheese. Stir
Charles Morong. Mrs. Alvah Hib- | 2. 1891, son of John .and Alice De- of the Red Scarf. Kay Tracey.
Circle will hold a pub.ic supper at wardrobe can really sparkle if you
named chairman of the Easter
Guests were Mrs. John LaCrosse
small amount of the mixture with
bert and Mrs. Gilbert Jaeger. 1 muth Spear.
6 o’clock with Mrs. Edna Young as get busy with your needle and
Services in the Advent Christian Seal Sales for the benefit of the
of Rockland and Mrs. John Upham
the beaten eggs.
Return slowly
The models are:
Mrs. Edwin
M> Spear was a carpenter by Church next Sunday at the regu- j ^*ne Tree Society for Crippled Chil*
chairman and assisted by Mis. thread.
Don't forget, howevei,
Canasta was enjoyed.
to rest of the mixture. Cook until
Ames. Miss Joyce Milliken, Mr--. ; trade.
He had also served as lar hours. In the absence of the ^ren and Adults, Inc.
Gloria Howard. Mrs Mildred Ab that fitting the pattern is the most
The cooked food sale to benefit
eggs are cooked. Serve at once on
John Rainfrette, Mrs. Charles 'assessor and tax collector for
The Auxiliary of American le
the Red Cross Fund Drive has been bott. Mrs. Norma Hamilton and important part ol making any gar toast.
pastor. Mrs. Pearl Pender will be
Morong, Mrs. Carleton Dougherty. manv years previously. He was
Mid-week ment
Il you need help on how to
postponed to March 29th and will Mrs. Shirley Columb.
supplying for two Sundays. She gion met at Mrs. Priscilla Clark’s
Mrs. Alvah Hibbert. Mrs. Jenneas elected last y,ar for 8 ,hr,'p V081- will deliver a four sermon series . Tuesday evening. Voted to sponsor
be held at the Masonic Temple at Lenten services at 7.30 in the sanc fit a pattern, let me know and we
tuary of the church.
Thursday.
Keller. Jr., Mrs. John Moeling > term.
from the topic, “The Christ of the a Pu^lic supper in the place of a
2 o’clock.
Mrs. Annie Rogers is
Mrs Fred Verrill. Mrs. Robert I
He is survived by his widow. Dr.
Boy Scout Troop 215 meet at 7 the English service at 10 a. m. CAMDEN
Bible.” 10.30 a. m., “The Com- calendar supper as previously anchairman.
Lucy Starr Spear; two sons, Rich
Laite, Mrs. Paul Parks. Miss
Mrs. Charlene Henry entertained P m. Thursday Maundy services Finnish services will be held at 2
passionate Christ.” 7 p. m.. “The ' nounced.
MRS. KENNETH HERRICK
ard
M.
Spear
of
Jersey
City,
N.
J.,
o’clock with Rev. E A Kyllonen
Correspondent
Linda
Marshall.
Mis.
Frank
the N. G. Club Thursday evening at 7.30 and new members will b<
Suffering Christ.” Stillman Have*
and Capt. Charles W. Spear of
Telephone CEdar 6-219?
piesent.
Wednesday
evening.
Just
in
time
for
.spring.
Sawyer, Mrs. Louise Richardson
at her home on Beechwood Street. received into the church at tha:
ner will direct the Sunday School
Phippsburg; one brother. Ray
Friday is Good Friday. March and April birthdays will be
and Miss Sally Crockett.
Mrs.
Guests were: Mrs. Enid Watts. time.
for all ages at 12 noon. Tuesday, CLARKS BEVERAGES proudly
mond M. Spear of Thomaston;
introduces ORANGE BLOSSOMS.
Mrs. Nancy Anderson, Mrs. Lois Services will be at the Baptist celebrated.
Th< re will be an inspection of Charles Sturdee, manager of the j two sisters, Mrs. Maurice Hatch of 7 p. m., praver and praise meeting
The
Finnish
Congregational
Church
at
12
noon
Friday,
there
Ai, _____ \ji.o D.O..1
in juice content, made from
Stockpoie. Mrs. Martha Anderson.
Mt. Beattie Lodge Tuesday at Tweed Shop, will be fashion com- < Arlington. Mass., and Mrs. Edna under the direction of Mrs. Pearl ,
Juicy Sun
Ripened California
Mrs. Marjorie Verdone. Mrs. Ma will be a Cub Scout Pack meet Cfcurch services will be held at the 7.30 p. m Lunch will be served mentor, with Mrs. Frank Sawyer I
Pender. Wednesday evening will i
Beal of Phillips; and six grand
Anton
Rev. John Morrison home of Mi. and Mis
Oranges.
On sale now at your
as model consultant.
In charge
rion Anderson and Mrs. Laurie ing at 7.30
be “Friendship Night’’ at the evan- j
following the meeting.
children.
is anxious to talk with parents of Saarion in Fiit-ndship at 1 30 Sunfavorite Store. Special Introductory
Mitchell
gelistic services at the Advent
The Camden Garden Club will of the dressing room will be Mrs.
He was a member of Arcana
day. The Wednesday evening ser
the
children
who
aie
interested
in
t
u
i
u
offer,
a six pack of KING SIZE 12
Mrs.
Marjorie
Verdone
of
r
meet Tuesday at 2.30 p. m. at St. Albert Mathieson assisted by Mrs. Lodge, Knights of Pythias, of Christian Church m Chelsea, where
D
.6 O
1
Iis serving
„
Worcester. Mass., is a guest of her being baptized on Palm Sunday vice at 7.30 w:.l be held at the Thomas' Episcopal Parish Hou-e. George Tibbetts,
Mrs. Aubrey
Rev. r
Everett
Pender
aso 02 BOTTLES AT 10c OFF RegThomaston.
anc
j
Those
who
wish
to
give
flowers
for
home
of
Mi.
and
Mis.
John
An

ular
Price.
Treat yourself to a
daughter and son-in-law Mr
Young. Mrs. Kenneth Dickey and
Miss Maude Kinney of Rockport,
Funeral services will be held at the evangelist. Thursday, 7 p. m.. cool glass of ORANGE BLOSSOMS
the
Easter
service
contact
Mrs.
derson
St
George
Road.
Guest
Mrs. Robert Stackpo^e.
Mrs Gilbert Jaeger and Miss 2 p. m. Saturday (today) at the Loyal Workers will enjoy their
Frank Elliot.
speaker will be Rev. Vaino Valkio one of the holders of the garden
as you watch your favorite TV
Co-chairmen Davis Funeral Home in Thomas monthly Bible study. Union Pref ub scholarships at the Audubon
Thompson
Mrs. Spear Honored
show.
Act now as this offer is
Sunday School will convene at of W* st Wareham, Mas-.
Nature Camp will apeak on "Two | in char*'' of ' ctfreshments will be ton with Rev. Ernest O. Kenyon of Easter services will begin Mon
■n John Spear was Honored at'9 45 at thP Baptlst church Sunday
limited
A BIjOOMTNG GOOD
day
with
the
first
service
in
the
Mrs.
Charles
MacMullen
and
Mrs.
ficiating. Interment will be in the
Newest styles in Fur Capes Weeks at Audubon Camp at Hog
DRINK
a surprise stork shovel Wednes- morningi ,ollowed by service
34-Th-37
Methodist
Church.
Kenneth
Goodman.
Waitresses
Village Cemetery in Thomaston.
The
day evening given by Mrs. Earl worship at u Wlth Mls Kendrick Coats and Dresses. Lucien K I-land” and show slides.
will be Mrs. Robert McLaine, Mrs.
33-35 ho>t» .-s« s will be Mrs. P. J. Good.
Reynolds assisted by Miss Cara Doiman bringing the message. Green ar.d Son.
LAWRY ANO MARTIN’S PT.
Archie
Bailey,
Mrs.
Robert ALVIN H. W1GGIN
-----M
’
s.
Leo
Strong,
Mrs.
Hollie
Ben

Spear at Miss Spear's home,
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Pottle were
BYF meets at 6 o'clock and Mis
Rockville
Alvin H. Wiggin. 54. of Camden,
nett. Mrs Karl O'Brien and Mra. Brown, Mrs. John Holloway, Mrs.
special decorated stork cake was ulUan Fltzpalrick wiil be the
in Rockland one day recently.
Thomas
Aylward.
Mis.
Wallace
died
early
Friday
morning.
Mr.
MISS
JOSEPHINE
TOLMAN
Herman Lowe.
made by Mrs. Willis Spear. Re- speaker. The evening services will
Mrs. Wardell McFarland spent
Correspondent
Heal and Mrs. Robert Anderson, Wiggin was born in South Thom
frehments were served butffett be heid at 7 o'Ciock with Mrs. Ken
The Chadavae Club of the I Mrs. Earl Deane. Mrs. One! Lit
the weekend with his family.
Telephone 813-W4
SHOW SCHEDULE
aston,
November
23,
1903.
the
son
style with a apeciai surprise birth drick Dorman bringing the mes
Ch-'S,tn.ut Street Baptist Church
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Winchen
Friday, One Evening show, 7.15
tlefield, Mrs Lester Gross. Miss i of Alvin D. and Genella L. Wiggin.
day cake made by Mrs. Earl Rey sage.
met at the church parlor on Wed
Mr. and Mrs. David Ramsdell bach were in Rockland Monday on
Wednesday, Mission Circle
Sat.: Mat. 2.00; Eve. 6.30-8.30
Gertrude Heal. Tickets will be in , He had been a resident of Camnolds in honor of Mrs. Blanche will meet with Miss Christine !
I
nesday evening. The meeting was
and children, Stephen and Steph business.
Sunday: Mat. 3.00: Eve. 7.15
charge ol Mrs. Eugene Dalrymple j den for the past 35 years. A gradEverett's birthday. Color scheme Moore, School Street, and there i
opened by the president, Mrs.
anie of Sjxifford, N. H., were
assisted
by
Miss
Barbara
Dyer,
uate
of
Roekland
High
School
in
An old fash- . wiil be a love gift offering. Thurs- i
was pink and blue
The proper way to face the dif
Vera Fitzsimmons. A social eve
NOW SHOWING
home for the wee4<end and visited
Tickets may be purchased from j the class of ’21. he was a former
ioned cradle held the gifts.
ficulties of life is to turn your
j day. prayer and praise services at i
ning
followed
the
meeting
and
rehis
mother,
Mrs
Helena
RanuFBIDAY-SATl RDAY-Sl NDAY
any member ot the Camden j member of the Knights of Pythias
Those invited were; Mrs. Warren 7 p. m.
fre.ihments were served by Mrs.
M A lit II *1-12-2:1
dell in R-ocklanxl and her parents. back on them.
Junior Women, the Tweed Shop 1 and had been employed by the
Everett. Mrs. Joseph Richards.
Thelma
Baker,
Mrs.
Doris
Hen

Mr. and Mrs. Vesper Hall.
Sunday Schoi at the Assembly of •
Knox Woolen Mill in Camden.
or at the dooi
”LES GIRLS”
Mrs.
Shannon
Cushman
and
derson and Mrs. Nan Stewart.
Mrs. Glemice Farmer was an
God Church at 10 o'clock followed
Surviving
besides
his
parents,
is
daughters. Arlene. Priscilla and
The next meeting will be on April
by the service of worship at 11
GENE
KELLY
MITZI
GAYNOR
Just
in
time
for
spring. his wife, Mary A. Wiggin, and a honor guest at a surprise personal
Clyde
;
Deborah, of Port
2. and members will attend the CLARK'S BEVERAGES proudly
a. m. with Rev. Calvin Rogers
daughter Mrs. Judith Carver, both shower given by the Meet Again
Mrs.
Blanche
Everett.
si'i.i iai. aaon kuedcuc
church service preceding.
Club at the home of Mrs. Isabelle
bringing the message, “Gleaming
Mrodtwea
ORANGE
KfOMOML
of Camden.
Jeffers, Mis. Wiilis Spear. Mrs.
Mat. ’.(Hi — I.ik 7.13
The Elin Street Reading Club High in juice content, made from
Knowlton Thursday night. Mrs.
In The Master’s Field”.
Christ |
Funeral
services
will
be
heid
Sat.:
Mat.
2.1X1
—
h».-.
6.36-6.30
Joseph Glaude. Jr., Mrs. Joseph
Farmer received many nice gifts
Ambassador Young People meet at
Juicy
Sun
Ripened
California
Monday
at
2
p.
m.
from
the
Gilbert
Glaude from East Waldoboro and
AM ! » IC i S FINEST
6 o’clock followed by the evening
Oranges.
On sale now at your 1 c. Eaite Funeral Home in Camden which were presented to her in
Mrs. Sumner Archer of Rockland.
PLAYING MARCH 26th
a
basket
decorated
in
pastel
green
BASFMFNT
door
service at 7 o'clock. “Grinding In
favorite Store. Special introductory wjth Rev. Melvin H. Dorr, Jr., offiEvery Monday
THROUGH APRIL 1st
PTA Meeting Held
and white crepe paper.
Those
The Gristmill Of Sin" will be the '
offer, a six pack of KING SIZE 12
present were: Miss VI Priester,
The PTA met Thursday evening subject given by Rev. Mr. Rogers, i "PEYTON PLACE"
OZ BOTTLES AT 10c OFF Reg
PUBLIC PARTY
Miss Gladys Chapman and Mrs.
at Green Street School with a very Tuesday, mid-week prayer service
ular Price.
Treat yourself to a
FLOOR
SHOW
With
large attendance. The attendance meeting at 7 p. m. Thursday. Bible
Roberta Staples
of
Rockland.
cool glass of ORANGE BLOSSOMS
LEGION HOME
FOREST INN
LANA TURNER
banner was won by Mrs. Peryl study at 7.30 p. m.
Mrs. Sadie Sangster, Mrs. Jesse
as you watch your favorite TV
MAVERICK STREET
WISCASSET
Robinson's sixth grade. Dr. E. R.
Mass will be celebrated al St
Keller, Miss Joyce Farmer, Mrs.
show.
Act now as this offer is
LLOYD NOLAN
Rt. I., Six Miles from Bath
Moss showed slides of the Mom James’ Catholic Church Sunday j
Madeline Gray,
Mrs. Farolin
limited
A
BIZX3MING
GOOD
RUSS TAMBLIN
TIME: 7.30 to 10.30
34-35
and Dad basketball game held a morning at 9 o'clock.
Hunter, Mrs. Marjorie Payson,
DRINK
.H-Th-37
DIANE VARSI
FREE BI S from Wood's Tax ’
few weeks ago for the benefit of
Service of morning prayer at i
Mrs. Avis Tolman. Mrs. Jane
Stand at 7 o'clock to •
the scholarship fund. Robert Allen St. John's Episcopal Church Sun-'
Hallowell, Mrs. Ruth Rytky. Mrs.
from the party.
Adults: Mat. 90c - Eve. 31.25
H —
PHONB 406
W»
SUNDAY, MONDAY
spoke and gave the neceesary re- day morning will be at 7.40. Holy
ON DISPLAY
Esther Schramm, Miss Gladys
< hildren under 12 - 5Oc
93-9-t
quirements a student has to have Communion is at 8 a. m. Sunday j
AND TUESDAY
Tolman, Miss Josephine Tolman,
Rockland
Sl’NDAY: 3.00-5.60-6.SO-M.36
to receive the scholarship
School will be at 10.30.
Miss Mary Tolman, Burton BickDAILY: 6.30 - 3.36
The school presented the foiThere will be supper at 6 o’clock I
more and William Knowlton. The
Home Show
ENDS SAT.: I 36 - 6.36 - S.S6
lowing program
Fifth graders Saturday followed by devotional j
next Club meeting will be at the
Stephen Flies and Jane Emerson services at the Holy Trinity Luth"JUMPING JACKS" and
home of Mrs. Madeline Gray.
Monday, Tuesday, March 24,25
spoke on dinosaurs. Sixth Grader eran Church with Rev. E. A
Mrs.
Maurice
Payson,
Jr.,
"SCARED STIFF"
Ceaimunity Building, Rockland
Mickey Crute served as master of Kyllonen present. Sunday School :
spent Wednesday with her moth
{
SUNDAY
MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
ceremonies and presented a gift will convene at 9 a. m., followed by
er-in-law. Mis. Maurice Payson,
SUTTON SUPPLY
ol
Sr., in Camden.
♦
St'NIlAV: < ontinunus from 3.66. DAILY: Eve. 6.36 - ft.,36
Mrs. Sadie Sangster was an
CAMDEN
overnight guest Thursday of Mrs.
WHERE
"IT S A BETTER BUY
Jesse Keller.

Camden Theatre

KNOX

{ No woman can give more than the gift of love... |
♦ no picture will be closer to your heart I

Bitty

Dole

J

FROM SUTTON SUPPLY"
dating. Interment will be in the
Mountain View Cemetery.

Tti«
MAN0, SAX, DRUMS (VIBES)

(

DANCE MUSIC — JAZZ — COMEDY

Starts Monday at

Tfc Tbtwltfce fteiet
IN ROOOAND

LOANS

»25 to U500

IN J DAY

yum Manama
name oniy
Mltnilf
— ~ir~-

TO ANN ANSI RON THI
UH INWRAMCC AT
NO AOOfftONAl COST

Lauren Bacall Robert Stack
CZINE(via5cOP£

colm
»» EVELYN RtlDlE-LORNE GREENE
Profluced by

Direc’ed by

CHARLES BRACKETT JEAN NEGULESCO
Somnpisr h LUTHER DAVIS
aouNO
H6666666666666666666I

When you need money
come to Public Finance. We
make loans to married or
single people—to pay bills
—to buy clothing, furni
ture, appliances or for any
other worthwhile purpose.

FINANCE
—r .

luxe

34-35

;

coupona non

359 Main Sfc, 2nd Roar

op pocpland

Phone: 1720

(Above Leighton's Jowob^bStore)

»666666<

Twesday-Thursday-Saturday
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USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
maraisivc - oncnvc

WARREN

FOR SUING, BUYING, BBfTHK SERVICES

HEBE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements In this column not to exceed three lines inserted
once for M cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines Id cents
for each line, half price each additional time used. Eire small
words to a line.
Special Notice! AU "Mind ads” so called, I. e„ advertisement*
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office
for handling, coat 26 cents additional.
A name should appear on aU classified ads to secure best results.
Those with pbone or street numbers only are not advised.
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified ads win be accepted without the cash and no book
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOB
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a

Correspondent
Telephone CReatwood 4-2421 oftlc.
Telephone CReatwood 6-3088 home

Moore of Warren and as chaplain.
Mrs. Mabel Withee of Camden.
The sick committee for each town
is: Appleton. Mrs. Sheila Hart:
Rockland. Mrs. Addie Brown:
Union, Mrs. Sadie Cunningham;
Waldoboro, Mrs. Bertha Moody;
Camden, Mrs. Inez Crosby; Round
Pond. Mrs. Mary Yates; Warren.
Mrs. Mildred Gammon: Tenants
Harbor, Mrs. Jessie Harris. The
Apiil meeting wil be in Camden
Mrs. Edna Moore. Mrs. Marion
M anner, Mrs. Athlene Damon
and Mrs. Mildred Gammon served
the supper preceding the meet
ing.

STUDEBAKER ANNOUNCES CONTEST
-

<

*
*

.4 e; '■»-

Officers elected at the annual
meeting of the Knox and Lincoln
Past Noble Grands Wednesday
evening were: president. Mrs.
Esther Keating of Appleton: first
vice president. Mrs. Sadie Cun
ningham of Union; second vice
president. Mrs. Mildred Achorn
of Rockland; third vice president.
Mrs. Marion Gray of Camden:
Mr. and Mrs. Cha lies Overlock,
treasurer. Mrs. Jeannette Denpi
son of Camden. Mi’s. Keating ap 2nd. entertained with a social
. ...toy
pointed as secretary Mrs. Edna I* irty at their home Wednesday
evening. Guests w’ere: Mr. ami
The map of the ( nited State* show* the route* of the two StudeFOB SALE
LOST AND BOUND
Mrs. Emery Simmons of Camden; haker caravan*, one of which will end in Bangor.
BEAL ESTATE
Mrs.
Pauline
Libby
of
Waldoboro:
GOOD Running, Dependable 1949
WILL the person who picked up
The routes of the two Stude- points, is the clo&est to the actual
ON THE SEA: Year 'Round Six Mrs. Linwood Norton of Chelsea;
Half Ton Chevrolet Pickup for sale. $21.00 on Main Street. Rockland
$215 cosh. Can be seen at STAN- Wednesday between Coffin's and Room Home for sale, with fire- Mrs. Effie Corbin of Gardiner; baker Scotsman caravans in the figures will win two Scotsman
LEY ROBINSON'S. Warren. 35-37 First National, call CAMDEN place, hot air furnace in cemented
Studebaker
Scotsman
Mile-A- station wagons, one for himself
Mrs. Lewville Pottle, Mrs. Flor
Reward.
35*37 basement. Garage-studio. 2 acreThon are shown on the map the other for the winner’s favorite
SIEBERT Twin Carriage for sale. CEdar 6-22541.
ence Feyler, Mrs. Milton Wooster.
land.
$9,500.
SECURITY
REAI.
Excellent condition. Tel. TENANTS
above.
Botn caravans will be charity or other organization,
LOOT March 12 between Rock-1
ESTATE CO.. Dorothy Dietz, oppo- Mrs. Ootto Bowden. Jr.. Mrs.
HARBOR 82.
34-36 land and tft
Union,
oil heaterimT site Village Green. Camden.
”
Runnrc
Tel. Joseph Chapman. Mrs. Russell composed of a two-door Scotsman Second grand prize will be t*vo
RHODES HILL tJFalai g.2117 or
ALUMINUM Combination Win 26V’ by 16
sedan and a new Scotsman pick- four-door Scotsman sedans; third,
35-lt
Overlock. Mrs. Harvell Crockett,
33*35
dows and Doors for sale; also, side Route 3, Union.
up. newest member of Studebak- two two-door Scotsman sedans
Mrs.
Maurice
Davis.
Mrs.
Roger
wall ahingles, plain and in colors,
BICKNEIX’S
er-Packard Corporation’s family and fourth, two Scotsman pick-up
TO LET
rock wool insulation. Home Finan
Teague, Mrs. Vernon Jordan, Mrs.
BETTER
of economy cars. The miles-per- trucks. A number of additional
cing Plan. Phone 1503 or 163-M.
Charles Overlook, Sr., and Frank
E. T. LONG.
143-Th-S-tf
BUYK
A Large Room with private
gallon performance of these cara- cash prizes have been provided,
POUR BEDROOM HOUSE in a Overlook. The hostess was as van cars will be the basis for the Entry blanks are available from
Venetian Blinds-WIndow Shades bath at Copper-Kettle to let. week
sisted
in
serving
by
Mrs.
Roger
top
residential
section.
Kitcben
ly
or
permanent.
Meals
if
desired.
All Styles and Colors
MRS FRENCH. Tel 40S-W. 35-37 has planning desk, laundry facili Teague and Mrs. Milton Wooster. new Scotsman Mile-A-Thon cor.- the local Studebaker - Packard
Made To Fit Your Windows
test.
Entrants will estimate tbe dealer. Park Street Motors in
ties, automatic dish washer, a cozy
Free Estimates — Call
THREE Room Heated, Furn.
The selectmen have signed the
den with fireplace. 2 car garage
high* st miles-per-gallon figures to Rockland.
Both runs will start
UNITED HOME SUPPLY CO.
Apt. with bath to let. All electric
Will FHA with low down payment agreement with the Knox Couq£y be reached by the sedans and in San Francisco, one will end in
Tel. 939
kitchen. Adults only. CALL 172.,
Are you getting a 2 for 1 savings Firemen’s Mutual Aid Association,
679-588 Main St. Rockland, Maine
35-tf on your fire insurance? See Mel
pick-up
trucks.
The
entrant Miami, Fla
the other in Barmaking Warren the fourth muni whose estimate, to three decimal gor
136-S-tf
FOR THE FAMILY OF MOD
THREE Room Furnished Apt. to
DIP Net Bows for sale MORSE let. Adults only. No liquor. 57 ERATE MEANS: Seven Room, 3 cipality to sign the agreement.
BOAT BUILDING CO , Thomaston PACIFIC STREET
35*37 Bedroom House at 7 Bunker Street
The Star Circle will meet with
34*36
Oil forced warm air heat, electric Mrs Helen Maxey Tuesday after Program committee will tie Mrs. Church, Church School, 9 30 a. m ;
SMALL
Furnished
House
to
let.
ban Laukka, Mrs. Mary Atwood morning worship service, 10.30 a.
52 GALLON PermaaQlass Elec
water heater, white sink all beau
very attractive, easy to maintain
noon. March 25. this being the an and Mrs. Esther Lunden.
tric Hot Water Tank for sale, used
tifully decorated
m. Fred Perkins will deliver the
foi responsible adults. Central lo
only 2 years. Call CLARA NASON.
Cai Insurance Payments Rough"' nual meeting
cation.
TEL. 1620 3 p. m. to 7
Frank Knight of Radio Station sermon.
57_WiHow Street, Tel. 996
33-35
Ask About Our Semi-Annual Pay
The
Warren
Day
Extension
will
p^ m.
35-tf
WRKI) was the speaker at the
ments
ACHIMTXES Bulbs for sale, 10
meet with the chairman. Mrs.
I .OUSTER MENS 2 BEDROOM
supper meeting ot the Warren
cents each, asst
colors, mail I TWO Rm. Unfurn. Apt. to let.
Athleen
Damon,
Tuesday.
March
orders prepaid.
RENA FALES, i w*th shower.
Refrig., gas range HOME at Spruce Head Island. 6
Lions Club Wednesday evening West Rockport
25.
instead
of
at
the
Auxiliary!
Friendship Route 97 Tel 119-12 ' a,id space heater furnished.
85 years old. partially furnished, onli
which was well attended, with the
MBS. waww. HBAW
32-371 NORTH MAIN STREET. Tel. 677. $3,500
Hail.
supper being served by the White
Correspondent
IJST EXCLUSIVELY WITH
34-tf
TWO Buildings for sale—2 car'__________________________
The Warren Health Council will
BICKNELL - ASSOCIATED WITH
Oak Grange Ladies. Mr. Knight's
garage In excellent cond., 21'x20',
FOR RENT
bold the annual meeting at the
14 OTHER OFFICES
Tuesday Club met this week
subject
being "Betterment
of
and chicken coop, new shingles and
HOSPITAL Beds. Folding Wheci
Auxiliary Hall Tuesday. March 25
< HARLES E- BICKNELL. II
new floor. 24x21
TEL. CEdar. Chairs. Tel. 939. UNITED HOME
Diction”. The Lions have set the with Mrs. Louise Orbeton. Next
Realtor
6-3675.
32-37 SUPPLY CO., 579-589 Main St.,
dates of April 16-17-18 for th-e j Tuesday Mrs. Ell*n Thorndike
Kcal Estate and Insurance
WANTED
FLYING Courses for Korean Rockland. Maine.
12-S-tf
.507 Main Street - Tel. 1647
minstrel show, which is now in and Mrs. Ethel Counce will bo
Vets. Your eligibility expires soon.
Rockland, Maine
FURN. Apt. of three rooms to
FOUR oi- Five Room Modern rehearsal Monday and Thursday the hostesses at tho Thorndike
Act at once!
Contact KNOX let, bedroom, living room, kitchen,
SEE YOU AT THE
U.
’.furn. Apt. with full bath wanted evenings at the town hall under homo.
COUNTY FLYING SERVICE Owls dinette, bath, electricity, heat and
BETTER HOMES SHOW
Head. Maine Tel. Rockland 1454.
Monday morning Koith Crockett
34*36 by family of 3. also yard space. the direction of Howard Crockett
water furnished Private entrance.
TEL. 504-J.
35*37
__________
32-40 Camden Road. Glen Cove. BELLA
They need more male voices in entered upon his new duties with
WANTED
TO
fit
Y
ARTIST
Supplies,
Picture VISTA. Tel. I860.
OXE Room wanted in private
34-tf
the chorus and invite any mer the State Department of Educa
An old house structurally sound
Frames and Gifts for sale. CAR
ROOM and Meals now available and land located on shore near home, board mother and school age wishing to take part to join them tion as school plant development
PENTER S STUDIO AND GIFT , _t the OASIS HOTEL, formerly
daughter.
Downstairs preferred.
Rockland or
Thomaston. Must Write N. E
He will also act as
SHOP. Route 1. Warren.
co The Courier- at the rehearsal. The committee director.
----Mickpy's. Reasonable
rates.
____________
_____ 33*51 have electric power available. Pre- Gazette.
?».■»:'.7 appcir.ted to look into the pur agent tor the state in supervising
GERMAN SHEPHERD PUPPIES
FURN Apt to let. Adults. No' f<u year ’round place to r epair as
for sale. AKC reg.. 8 weeks.
1 i drinking TEL. 196-M after 5 p. m. necessary’.
HOUSEKKI3PER Position wanted chase of a life raft for the Fire the school un-ion comprising the
Several acres desired
male. 1 female. Black with cream
33*35 with bone** that has ocean view foi refined gentleman’s home with Department reported and will towns of Owls Head. South Thom
and silver markings. Raised with1 '
Excellent
o The Courier- modern conveniences.
THREE Room Furnished Apt. to Write BOX BAC
Wiscasset aston. St George Cushing and
children.
WINDY HILI. FARM
and
housekeeper.
Write soon be presented.
34’37 cook
Heated.
Available
j
Gazette.
let
with
bath.
Washington, Tel. 16-21.
32-35
R. W M « o The Couriei-Gazett* Lions Club invited the Warren Friendship which he has served
1 after April 1. Call at 100 UNION
FOR SAIJC
::7 Club to put on an entertainment as superintendent for the past six
_________
FREE: Boat-Motor and^Trailer i otREEt'after 6 p. m
32*tf
AT THE HIGHLANDS: Four
Show every day.
Ask about the ——- ------ —------------------- ~
YOUNG Man with family and job May 5, and Charles Kigel is to years.
rooms
ail
on
one
floor.
Central
Evinrude Dream Boat Contest. Get
NEWLY decorated five rooms
wants to borrow money with 8 per
Friends in town were saddened
your free entry’ blank at W. D. an^ bath in Bicknell Block to let, heat. Full basement. Garden land. cent interest.
Write A. R., c/o snow his Alaska slides. Glasses
HEALD, “Next the Villagr Green", i ***£***£’ ,urn
J1° we,>k
R*** Fruit trees and in good repair.
The Courier-Gazette.
35* It have ivcently been presented to to hear of the death last week of
A BETTER HOME in best resi,
Camden
314-35 UHARLES E. BICKNELL. II. RealMrs. Bernice Leach, widow of
Four bedrooms.
( A^H waiting for used furniture, a local resident by the club.
I tor, 507 Main Street or phone 1647. dential section.
NEW Furnaces for all fuels for
14
baths.
Two
enclosed
porches.
^
thin
SJ\
f
W*
The Diligent Dozen 4-H Girls Urban E. L«-ach. Burial was in
31*39
sale, including forced air oil sys-; ——
Two car garage.
Large land?- Phone CEdar 6->3969. MURRAY S,
will meet with Mrs. Janet Smi*h the West Rockport cemetery.
COZY 3 Rm. Unfurn. Apt. with
terns, pay nothing until June, 36
scaped lot. Good repair and good i R°ute
West Rockport.____ 34-tf
Mrs. bman Oxton is expected
bath
to
let.
Over
Jordan
and
mos. terms. Expert installers. 25.
,
value for $14,000.
I WOULD like some elderly p«.o- Friday. March 28 after school. to return home from Boston soon
years heating only. Free through G,ant * market. Hardwood floors,
AT THE NORTH END: An at-’ pie to board in nr,’ home. Reason- The third year aewers will work
March, toaster, steam iron, elec. ;
decorated
MRS. ARTHUR
tractive three
bedroom home, able rates and good care. EDITH on skirts. th<? second sewers will after a short period of treatment
skillet, or mixer.
Write today, i JORDAN, Tel. 1246 or 17.______ Sl-tf
Hardwood floors, bath, furnace, MADDOCKS, Burkettville.
34*36 begin their sleeveless blouses and for her eye.
SUPERIOR HEATING CO., 351
THREE Room Apt to let. with
garage, full basement. First class
IF you need a yeaT”’round in
The PTA meeting will be h*>ld
Sherwood Street. Portland, Tel. : elec, kitchen and hath, heated,
Patty Henry will give a di-moorepair and nice neighborhood for j come, you can earn good income
Tuesday evening at the Rockport
SP 3-8617
27*39 HAC water
At 11 Granite Street. W.500I as an Avon Rep. right in your own stration of her own choice.
30*35
BABY Parakeets, CMges. Stands. j H- L- KARL.
Elementary School. There will be
ASH POINT SECTION: Cottage netgbboi hood,
Pleasant, dignified
Rev. and Mrs. Curtis Buaby wi'l
Toys for sale. Also, complete line | FIVE Room Apt with bath to of three bedrooms, bath, fireplace
woik. mature women preferred. be in Essex. Mass., over the a panel discussion on the Sinclair
of bird foods for 'keets. canaries. ! let. Call at 89-A PARK STREET, and furnished for $4,800.
Kill. All citizens are cordially in
Contact FRANCES H
HIDES
coekatlels, love birds parrots and 1 Upstairs
30-tf
LOVELY WATER VIEW with Bowdoinham. Tel. MOhawk 6-2939 weekend.
vited.
finches. FOREST VIEW AVIARIES, I FIVE Room Unlurn Apt. with six rooms, bath, furnace, fireplace, i
Mrs. Adr.ey Peek. Jr., of Noble
33-35
Ralph Thorndike who is sta
9 Booker Street, Thomaston, Maine, flush to let at 14 Lawrence Street. garden, fruit trees, garage.
Lo-, ' WANTED:
K^Fein 'Veti
to boro spent the day Thursday with
Mrs. C. A. Swift, prop., Phone 374 Adults preferred.
Inquire at 10 rated a few miles out.
tioned at Quonset Point. R. I.,
A year 1<arn to fly
your Elijrtbnity ex.
her parents, R» v. and Mrs. Curtis
| South Street.
31-tfJ around home
for _$8,500.
was weekend guest of his mother
_______
„ „
_
piles soon. Act at once! Contact
USED Easy Washer for sale j UNFURN. Apt to let. ( raoma
"
....................
See FRANKLIN
H. HOOD, Court KNOX COUNTY FLYING SERV Busby.
Mrs. Ellen Thorndike. He and
TEL. 1510.
At
the
Baptist
Church,
morning
bath, furnace.
Inquire 12 KNOX "“■•e-_________________________ 33-35 ice Owl» Head. Maine. Tel Rock
Miss Donna Mank of Waldoboro
I
STREET.
Tel
1382-M
3-tf
SPECIAL
land 1454 .
32-10 worship aervice, 10 a. m.; Church
were dinner guests Sunday of Mr
_AInmInnm Combination Windows , CLEAN Furnished Apta. to let.
FOB SALE
WANT to Rent a 6 or more room School, 11.10; evening service, 7
and Mrs. Will Counce.
Extruded welded corners (Alcoa ' free ,ights and wlter 2 t0 4 roomg
house
or
apartment
or
small
farm
p. m. Easter Cantata rehearsal
Forms, Homes, Cottages, Lots
Aluminum). KENNI3TON BROS., heated and unheated, $7 to $10
Mr. and Mrs. O. W. Counce
within 10 miles of Rockland. Tel.
Call Rockland 1430-W, CRestwood week. V. F. STUDLEY. Broadway.
Business Opportunities
Rockland 452-M or write WILLIAM at 3 p. m.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
4-2686, or Vinalhaven 96 or 74. 132-tf -pep 1234, or 77 Park Street, Tel
At
Second
Congregational
H. COPELAND, 6 Lake Avenue.
Marshall in Camden Sunday af
AUSTIN D. NCLSON A CO.
Complete Stock of
8060
103-tf
Rockland.
31 36
ternoon.
GAS AND ARC
Real Estate Broken
THREE Rm. Apt with bath to
SERVICES
WELDING SUPPLIES
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Edkins of
let. furn. or unfurn., in Rockport.
6$ PABB ST.
BOCKLAND
Morris Gordon A Son 55-tf F. G. PRIEST, 109 Park Street,
Mdrose, Mass., their son and
ACCOUNTING
SERVICE
for
the
Clayt Bitler
RHONE 921
GOOD USED CABS
Tel 1024
23-t
-.mall businessman. J. CALAHAN. wife were callers Sunday of Mrs.
HOME TEL. CRestwood S-SM8
We finance our own cars.
No
Box 75, Camden. Maine.
35*40 Nellie Lam son and Mr. and Mrs.
Waati
Te See Yea Akaat
n-tf
finance or interest charge. MUN
"ImperialItug “cleaners of Myiea Larnson. They were in
SEY AUTO SALES. 131 North Main
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Rockland are ready to help you Rockland to attend the funeral of
Street.__________________________ 16-tf |
Goodyear Tires
REAL ESTATE OF ALL KINDS
with your Spring cleaning prob- ]
MODEBN
USED Oil Ranges for sale, white ,
i$»-t( iema. • Your furniture and rugs I Mrs. Bernice Leach.
FOB SALE
porcelain oil and elec, comb., gas,
2 MY TEXACO STATION
EVELYN M MUN8EY
are readv for use same day. C H |
and oil comb. A. C. McLOON CO..
MANUFACTURERS AND
PAINTING and Paperhanging. RIPLEY. Tel. 311-W3K___ 31-36
Licensed Broker
ON BOUTE 1 (CAMDEN ST.)
Tel. 1510.______________________ 143-tf I
MHRt ILVNTS MUTUAL
Inside and out, all work positively
27 Chestnut Street
ROCKLAND
iKesqlusi
Hour
rkotu
hersI
9x12 LINOLEUMS for sale, reg- i
IN»l RANC E COMPANY
Tel. 1711 V 1773
-« guaranteed. Will furnish material. ice. Ask fur It at your local store ;
ular $10 95 for $6 95.
NORTH1 For least, an GaKanage Bash
C oncord, New Hampaire
Work accepted Warren to Camden
or at GIFFORD'S, Boeklaad. Me. .
ASSETS. DEC 31, 1957
EASTLAND
TRADING
POST,,
Estimates tree.
VAN E. RUS
SOME CAPITAL REQUIRED
Itf Bonds.
$1,266.486 72
Thomaston.
1-tfi
SELL. Phono 676-M, Poet Office
Excellent Opportunity for
PAINTING
CONTRACTOR
Stocks
849 530.90
Cousens'Realty < Box 701 Rockland___________ 73-tf
PIPE FOR SALE
Inside
or
Outside
Bight Man
Caah and Bank Deposits. 453 648 99
MASON work wanted, chimneys.
Black and galvanized. AU sizes
Work
Guaranteed
Agents Balances or Un
CALL BOCKLAND 1M0
lew prices. BICKNELL UFO. CO.
fireplaces,
collar Boors, block
Chimneys Cleaned
collected Premiums,
129.613.86
OB CEdar 6-M71
l■ Mag n« Lota aad Dwsllia»< foundations, alto asphalt roofs
Lime Street.
1-tl
ALBERT
BROWN
Other Assets.
28A30 88
Sl-tf
and general carpentering. AL
110 MAVEBICB STREET
7 Cottage street
FRED NICKLES. Mason. Tel
2-tf
Tel. 451-R
Total Assets.
$2,727 M M
23-tf
Tol. 1538 or 1625 : 969-M P O Box 493
THREE Rm. Unfurn. AgA. to let.
LABILITIES SURPLUS AND
MUX GO A W WHERE!
second floor, oil heat. Adults only.
DON’T Discard Your Old or
OTHER FUNDS. DBG 31. 1957
For inside or outside painting,
Acresa FTowa OsV Courts
45 TALBOT AVENUE.
15*17-tf
Antique Furniture. Cell H. JOHN
$ 46,282 04
l$Xf‘ NEWMAN for restoring end re- also paper hanging. Call FRANK Reserve for Losses.
HANDLES
rtooosotooooooo oooo—o finishing. 48 Mesonlc Street. Tel BRIDGES. JR The beat of work Reserve for Loss AdjustMUSOELLAMKOOS
mvnt Expenses.
3 ,166 51
fully guaranteed
Tel. Rockland
75e e-ch
CANDY Store and Luncheonette H06-M_________________________ 1-tf 1624-R.
39-tf Reserve for Unearned
WELL!
WELL!
WELL!
WE
BUY
Scrap
Iron,
Metals,
for
eale
on
Main
Street
In
center
ol
Premiums.
836.477 76
^.e9 oer dozen
FREE INSPECTION
U tt la water you need, write coastal resort town. Priced right Regs end Batteries.
Reserve for Taxes,
71 896 18
SEPTIC Tank and Cesspool
W.S. PiRsburv A m
MORRIS GORDON and SON
B. W. DRINKWATER, Weil Drill for quick sale. FRANK CARROLL
All Other Liabilities,
116.227 56
cleaned
and
repaired,
reasonable.
Waterville. Maine
Rockland
l Ing Contractor, P O. Box 1$6 18 Trim Street, Camden. Maine. Leland Street
156-tf Free estimate. >4 hour service.
17-U
: Camden. Tel. 2768. Installment Tel. CEdar 6-3201
Total Liabilities.
$1,093 450 04
Tel. ROCKLAND 8900
122-tf Capital Paid Up or
. plan also available, no down payLITTLE A HOFF8E8
Statutory Deposit
$ 211.070 00
' meat necessary. Member of Now
Building Contractors
35-S-3" ' England and National Association
Unassigned Funds
FOB
SAli
Tel.
178-11
(Surplus),
1.423.291 31
1-tf

S

EGOS AMD CHICKS
WE are taking orders for Black
Sex Link Chicks for April and
May delivery.
Maine U. S. Ap
proved Pull or um hlean, Harco Or
chard strained. ROKES POULTRY
FARM. Tel. CEdar 6 2261
27-M
CLEMENTS RED-ROCK PULIETS — Rugged health, low mor
tality and high flock averages make
them favorites for commercial egg
production. Maine - U. S. Approved
Pullorum Clean. Also Leghorn Pul
let Chicks, Reds, snd Golden
Crosses for eggs — White Rocks for
meat and hatching eggs. Write
CLEMENTS CHICKS. INC., Route
M. Winterport, Maine._________ (BI

PLY Northeast Alrllaea. coaaec-

GITPDBD'S, Boeklaad, Mo.

$g-tf

CESSPOOLS ANO SEPTIC TANKS
Cleaned, repaired and installed.
Automatic
cleaning
equipment.
Free Inspection and estimates.

SANI 8KPTIC SERVICE, locally
owned and operated.
CEdar 6-3RF7

NO^V

JUNCTION OF ROUTE 1 ANO ROUTE 90, WARREN

FoMy Eqoippod.

Free Battasatae

Weed Te Sell.

TEL. 7M7-M

ROCKLAND, ME.
35’37

LOWiST

REAL ESTATE
CHARLES JILLSON

Jeep-1
GLEN COVE

An Tn

M BHNUB
TEL. ROCKLAND 1808

IM Naw Uattag•.
Bam W Wkeve taa Art?

35 ft. 2Bedroom

$3050

40 ft. 2 Bedroom

$3250

45 ft. 2Bedroom

53450
54450

H Down, 5 Years on Balance
STANLEY POOLER CO.

M
SHM1

PtICCS

TIAILIRS

45 ft. 10 wide

Surplus as Regards
Policyholders.
Total.

tie-tf

ON

is the time

tai. we

Kitchen-Bathroom Tilt * Linoleum
Foundations - Chimneys
Remodeling * House-Builders

EDGAR ROBBINS
81 NEW COVNTV BD.

Tel. Camden
TH-tr

to tre He in

50 High Street, Thomaston. Maine

EDGAR S RESTAURANT

l erts and Mrs. Marjorie Dodge.
Wednesday night at the Baptist
Church vestry.
They took part
MRS. HERBERT
in the Girl Scout ceremony and
Correspondent
. Karen Larrabee taught them the
Telephone CEdar 6
proper wray to fold the American
flag for Tenderfooting. Garnet
Miss Dorie Sylvester is a surgi-' were played and the good night
cal patient at the Camden Com- closing arch was formed. The F!y
munity Hospital.
, Up Girls w’ill not meet next week

ROCKPORT

CaUege Ave., Waterville
Tel. TB I47M
SM-tl

Harbor Light Chapter. OES. met but
Tuesday evening at the Masonic i
Hall for a picnic supper and meetr ! £Ot
ing.
jure

wil1 on April 2
Baptist Church.
their uniforms
not to be* worn

at 7 p m. at
The girls have
now. but they
until after Fly

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Ausplund, I L’pA,l>'on<should have a
Jr., of Brighton. Mux., are the,Girl St'uut uniform to turn in or
parents of a son born March 18
* ’'**’• please call one of the leaders.

Mrs. Edna Ingraham arrived at
her home on Commercial Street I

< ub Scout Activities
Rockport Cub Scouts of Den Six

Monday by plane from Norfolk,
Va., where she has been spending
the past few months with her j
daughter Mrs. James Martin and
family.
i

met Wednesday after school with
all wearing uniforms. Den Chief
Jay Barrows led in the opening and
closing of the meeting.
Warren
Roberts held the flag. Randy Wat-

Twelve Boy Scouts met Tuesday | Finson. Lee Andrew’s, Graham
evening at the Simonton’s Corner j Hanna and Warren Roberts passed
Community Hall with their new I fhe Elective on “Make Believe”
Sc outmaster Edgar Barrows and j under the Wolf Badge. Bruce Mchelper, Darrell Pound. The boys Un tosh has finished his Wolf Book,
i were Bobby Eaton. David Farley, ( Johnnie Larsen passed achieveJimmy Annis. Steven Ladd, Huey 1 ments on Flags in the Bear Book.
Starr, Raymond Knight
Erwin
Spiague, Jr., Andrew Pendleton,
Skipper
Pound.
Jay Barrows,
Sammy Pendleton and Jimmy Simmons. The next meeting will be!
Tuesday. Maich 25. at the Com- j
munity Hall.

Fifteen Rockport Brownies of
Troop 111 met Tuesday after school
with their leaders. Mrs. Caroline
Barrows Mrs. Jane Beckwith and
Mrs. Charlotte Farley
Donna
Eaton led the ceremony and the
flags w’ere carried by Linda Ander
son and Lois Jean Barrow’s. Color
bearers w’ere Linda Colby and
Shirley Crabtree. Sock dolls were
made by the girls under the super
vision of Mrs. Farley. The next
meeting will be at the Elementary
School Tuesday.

Refreshments were served by
Johnnie Larsen. Then three boys
went to the home of the assistant
Den Mother . Mr*s. Betty McIntosh,
and the other three stayed with
their Den Mother, Mrs. Mildred
Roberts, and they all made scenery
of Alaska for their Pack sketch
which will be held March 28 at tht
Congregational Parish House io
Camden
Talent Show

Students of Rockport High School
will present a talent show at the
Seaside Wonderland Carnival Fri
day evening. March 28. The pro
gram will consist of vocal duet
by Irene Olson and Pearl Flaherty;
vocal trio by Meg Fisher. Sue Good
ridge and Linda Spear; vocal duet*
by Jean Frye and Gary Simonton;
Lois Jean Barrow’s attended the i vocal duet by Norma Heath and
Brookside 4-H Club in Camden Judy Young; accordion solo by
Thursday
! Kenneth Braccio; vocal solo. Linda
The Jolly Jokers met Monday; sPear; -s»xophone solo by Debbie
evening at the home of Miss Ma-;^anna: c‘ai’inet solo by Virginia
rion Upham, Russell Avenue. Re- ^^mer’ voca‘ solo. Judy Johnson;
freshments were served by the j an^ a ^rumPet sok> will be played
hostess and each was given a St. I
Bobby Garrison.

Patrick's favor. The next meeting !
NATIONAL FIRE INSL^RANCE
will be with Mrs. Mildred Easton '
COMPANY OF HARTFORD
in Rockland. Those present were j
Hartford, < muiecticut
Mrs. Edith Brown. Mrs. Dorothy ■
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1957
$ 54.933.830.91
Young of Camden. Mrs. Mildred i
sz
I Stocks.
51.012 426.98
Easton oi Rockland. Mrs. Helena. r,., Estat(,
2 173.463.56
Kenney, and Mrs. Blanche Went- j Mortgage Loans or.
worth.
■ Real Estate,
8.297.48
wu
vn - U 1
ZN7 x
,
'Cash and Bank DeThe Trytohclp Club will meet
poatts,
4.253,767.44
Monday evening at the horn*- of Agent Balances or Un
Miss Hazel Wall. Pascal Avenue,
collected Premiums, 7 817,099.22
1.829,756.28
with Mrs. Maude Whitney as co Other Assets,
hostess.
Total Assvts.
$122 026.631.96
The TV’ Six met Thursday eve
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
OTHER FUNDS. DEC. 31. 1957
ning at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Reserve for Losses. $ 19.236.443.60
Charles Carver. West Street. Re
| Reserve for Loss Adjust
freshments were served by the
ment Expanses.
2.468 367 70
hostess.
i Reserve for Unearned
Premiums
47.872.539.75
The junior class boys and their
Reserve for Taxes.
1,445.463.60
fathers are to meet at the Town All Otht-r Liabilities.
3 261.337.30
Hall at 7 o’clock Monday to build
Total Liabilities
$ 74 284.151.85
booths for their Seaside Wonder
Special Surplus
land Carnival which w’ill be held
Funds - Reserve for
March 27 . 28 and 29.
Contingencies.
$ 12.742 480.01
Sixteen Fly Up Girls met with Capital Paid Up oi
Statutory Deposit
5.000.000.00
theii leaders. Mis Mildred RobUnassigned Funds
‘Surplus),
30.000,000.00
AMERICAN AND FOREIGN
INSl RAM B COMPANY
Surplus as Regards
ASSETS DEC 31. 1957
Policyholders
$ 47.742 480 01
Bonds
$16^74 073 91
Stocks
5 819.353.66
Total.
$122 026.631.96
Cash and Bank Deposits, 624.656.18
32-S-M
Agents Balances or Un
collected Premiums. 1 421.445.56
AMERICAN MERC HANTS
Other Assets,
813.144.04 MI’Tl AL INSURANC E C OMPANY
Minneapolis. Minnesota
Total Assets.
$25,552,673.35
ASSETS DEC 31. 1957
LIABILITIES. SlTtPLUS AND
Bunds.
$364,910.50
OTHER FUNDS DEC 31. 1957
Caah and Bank Deposits. 67.883.3U
Reserve for Losses. $ 6.496.184.00 Agents Balances or Un
Reserve for Loss Adjust
collected Premiums
12 317.40
ment Expenses.
701.203.00 Other A-esets.
74.967.17
Reserve for Unearned
Premiums.
8.365.221 54
Total Assets,
$519,979.37
Reserve for Taxes,
383.255.00
LIABILITIES SURPLUS AND
All Other Liabilities.
436.963.21
OTHER FUNDS. DEC 31. 1957
Reserve for Losses.
$ 60,628.18
Total Liabilities.
$16,382 829.75 Reserve for Loss Adjust
Special Surplus
ment Expenses.
3.074.61
Funds.
$ 628 316 91 Reserve for Unearned
Capital Paid Up or
Premiums.
315 428 61
Statutory Deposit.
1.500 000.00 Reserve foi Taxes.
14 704 45
Unassigned Funds
(Surplus),
7,041 526 69
Total Liabilities.
$393 835.76
Unassigned Funds
Surplus as Regards
’Surplus >.
$136,142.62
$ 9.169.843 60
Policyholders
Surplus as Regards
Total.
$25 552 673.35
Policyholders.
$126 142.62
32-M8
Total.
$519 978 37
NEW HVMI-SHIRE FIKE
32-S-38
IXttl RANCE C OMPAXV
Manchester, New Hampshiri
AMEKK AN EMPLOYEKS'
ASSETS DEC 31 1957
INSURANCE COMPANY
Bonds.
$28,712 968 00
Boston, Massachusetts
Stocks.
26.690 632 12
ASSETS DEC 31. 1967
Real Estate Owned
2 063.000.00 Bonds
$39.999 383.66
Cash and Bank De
Stocks.
15 449 425 49
posits.
1 964 714 93 Cash and Bank De
Agents Balances or Un
posits.
2 577 196.86
collected Premiums. 5 997 065.02 Agents Balances or Un
Oth.-1 Assets
6 065.994 95
collected Premiums. 6.177.787 88
Other Assets,
1 524 927.21
Total Assets.
$71 494 375 02
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
ToUl Assets.
$65 728 722.90
$1,634,361 31
OTHER FUNDS. DEC 31. 1957
LIABI1JTIES SURPLUS AND
Reserve for Losses
$10,107 514.32
OTHER FUNDS. DEC. 31 1957
$2,727,811 36 Reserve for Loss Adjust
Reserve for Losses,
$23,100,423 63
32-S-38
ment Expenses.
1.044 626 79 Reserve for Loss AdjustReserved for Unearm d
ment Expenses.
2 691 696.00
Premiums.
28.251 048 18 Reserve foi Unearned
Reserve for Taxes
906 421 49
Premiums
,
19 884.727.57
All Other Liabilities.
9 991 677 84 Reserve for Taxes.
1.108 000.00
AU Other IJcOulities.
1093.736.66
Total Liabilities,
$50.301288 72
Special Surplus
Total Liabilities.
$47,873,888.78
Funds,
$ 3 400 000 00 Special Surplus
Capital Paid Up or
Funds.
$ 9 366J87A8
Statutory Deposit.
4.000.000 00 Capital Paid Up.
2.000.080.00
Unassigned Funds
Unassigned Funds
(Surplus),
13.788.086.30
(Surplus),
6 500,000.00
Surplus as Regards
$21,193,088.30
Policyholders,

Surplus as Refards
Policyholders,
$17,866.10743

Total,

TWU.

$71.486AJ».e$

MIMIMOI
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Miss Terrx Lee Elliott celebrated
her sixth birthday Sunday after
noon with a party at her home
on North Main Stieet. Those in
vited were Miss Pauline Keizer.
David Keizer. Kenny Williams.
Vicky Lee Varney. Kathy Ann
Johnson. Janie. Judy. Russell, and
Billy Johnson. Donna and Carl
Johnson, Marlee Preston and theii
mothers.
Terry Lee
received
many nice gifts.
A lovely time
was enjoyed by all.

Mrs. Alfred Benner entertained
the Tonian Circle of the Vniver
salist Church Wednesday night at
her home on South Main street
for a brie/ business meeting and
social hour. Those present were
Mrs. William Robbins. Mrs. Paul
ine Schofield. Mrs. George St.
Clair. Mrs. Carrie Palmer. Mrs.
Audrey Orff and Mrs. Donald
Farrand.

Knox Lodge. ICDF will confer
the third degree on candidates
from Tenants Haibor Monday eve
ning. Mt. Battle Lodge of Camden
has been invited to attend. Sup
per will be served at 6.30.

Claremont Commandery. K. T..
will be inspected by Em. Sir Ken
neth M. Ritchie. Grand Generalis
simo of the Grand Commandery of
Maine, in its Asylum at Rockland
on Monday, March 24. at 5 p. m.
Supper will be served by the ladies
of the Eastern Star at 6.30 p. m.
and at 7.30 p. m. the work in the
Older of the Temple will be resumed. All Knights Templar are
cordially invited to attend.

Richard Gos*. son of Mr. and
Mrs. Donald Goss, observed his
seventh birthday on Wednesday by
entertaining a few of his friends
at a TV’ supper party at his home
on Purchase street. Decorations
were on the cowboy motif including
the gaily decorated birthday cake
which centered the table. Guests
were David and Donald Andrus.
Stephen Cook. Stephen Lewis. Ed
ward Englemann and Eugene
Goss.

45c

Open For Business

CANDY KITCHEN
ONE-HALF MILE SOUTH OF CAMDEN

ON ROUTE 1

Chocolates
In Dark, Milk and White

Buttercrunch

Peanut Brittle

Chocolate Bunnies and Baskets
In White, Pink, Green and Chocolate

Hand Rolled Easter Eggs
With Any Name On Them

ALSO DIETETIC CANDY
34-35

MONEY FOR HOMES
TO BUY-BUILD-IMPROVEEasy Monthly Payments
jm

i

Mldng Association

TaL 430
29-SAT-tf

MISS JUDITH ANNE CHILDS

Knox County

TO WED IN JUNE

Postmasters
Plan Ahead
The

The Rockland Extension Associ
ation will meet Tuesday at 10.30
a. m. at the American Legion
Home for an all day meeting.
Mrs. Lillian Raekliffe and Mrs.
Marguerite Harris, co-chairmen of
the heme management project
will conduct the meeting on “Bvtter Living Through Better Use of
Time”.
Members are requested
to take a time saving suggestion
te the meeting, white elephants,
dishes and silver. Mrs. Dorothy
Childs, chairman of the dinner
committee, will be assisted ty
Mrs. Edith Candage. Mrs. Golden
Munro and Mrs. Gladys Orff.

The Chapin Class of the UniversaliM Church will meet Tues
day afternoon at the home of Mrs.
The Odds and Ends of the Con
Mary Southard. Ocean street, for
gregational Church met Thursday
' an afternoon meeting.
' evening in the church parlors with
The birthdays of Mrs. Velma 33 members and two guests. Mrs.
Monday evening a surprise stork
shower was given at the home of March and Mrs Theodicia Foster Laura Bucklin and Mrs. Phyllis
Work was con
Mrs. Agnes Firth for Mrs. Isabel were observed Wednesday eve Allen, present.
Hoch by Agnes Firth and Lucie ning at a supper meeting of the tinued for the annual church fair
Smith.
She was presented with Anderson Auxiliary at the GAR followed by a business meeting cona corsage of pink roses. A blue Hall.
Mrs. Annie Nye, supper j ducted by the president, Mrs.
Tentative plans
cradle filled with pink roses and chairman was assisted by Mrs. Erleer. Harden.
• carnations formed the centerpiece Ruth. Thompson.
During the were made for a rummage sale
of a table beautifully decorated business meeting.* Mrs. Jennie and voted to prepare and serve
with pink candles. The gifts were Feyler presented a flag to the supper to the Men’s Association on
Workers will be Miss
presented the honored guest in a allied orders in memory of her April 10.
bathinette.
Refreshments
were late husband. The sick commit Mary Wasgatt. Mrs. Luella Post,
served after Mrs. Hoch had opened tee announced Mis. Mae Cross Mrs. Olive Smith. Mrs. Gladys
her many gifts.
Invited guests •was a patient at Knox Hospital Rafford and Mrs. Dorothy Comp
were: Miss Ella Gross. Miss Bessie and members requested to send ton. The group will meet at the
Vannah.
Miss Veta Lombardo cards.
Mrs. Lina Carroll and church on Maundy Thursday to
Mrs. Francis Luizza Mrs. Ruth Mrs. Ruth Thompson will serve attend the services with the next
Hoch. Mrs. Betty Gifford. Mis as chairmen for the next supper regular meeting on April 17 at
which time a covered dish supper
Doris Dorr. Mrs. Judy Dorr. Mrs meeting on April 2.
wiil be served by Mrs. Winona
Dorothy Preston. Mrs. Betty MurGay.
Mrs. Eleanor Hare. Mrs.
gita.
Mrs. Sylvia Ross.
Mrs
Janie Philbrook, daughter of
Esther Schramm. Mrs. Dorothy Mr. and Mrs. Robert Philbrook. Sally Haskell, Mrs. Virginia HuntWhittier. Mrs. Gladys Merchant celebrated her third
birthday lev, Mrs. Muriel Hassey and Mrs.
The mystery
Mrs. Maggie Norton, Mrs. Edith Wednesday afternoon by enter Madlene Jackson.
Duncan. Mrs. Mildred Williams. taining her young friends at her prize was awarded to Mrs. El anor
Mrs. Lydia McClure. Mrs. Mar home on Ingrahams Hill. Favors Lewis. Refreshments wera serv» d
celine Stone. Mrs. Grace Lom of filled Easter eggs and bunny at the close of the meeting by the
bardo, Mrs. Muriel Gray. Mrs. bailoon hats were given to each hostesses. Mis. Inez Harden Mrs.
Betty Brewster. Saia Sawyer. Hat Birthday cake, ice cream and Jean Hodgkins and Mrs. Erleen
tie Gilchrest. Gladys Chapman, chocolate milk were served to Harden.
Cindy Brewstei. Lee Preston. Mis her little guests who wi re Susan
Pleasant Vailey Grange will
Delia Walsh. Mrs. Alice Wyllie. Wiley. Susan and Craig Mathie
Mrs. Charlotte Lermond. Mrs. son. Robert Payson. Nancy and meet Tuesday at the GAR Hall for
Gladys Wheeler. Mrs. Gertrude Ann Mathieson, Ricky and Jimnr- a 6 o'clock supper meeting.
Fogg, Mrs. Grace Rckes, Mrs Jewett, Kiana and Kim Jones.
The fiist Elementary Science Ex
Mildred Staples Mrs. Hattie Hart Cheryl and Sandra Carroll. Nancy
Mrs.
Vi
Annis.
Mrs.
Emma Earnes, John Russell. Debby ai d hibit in the State ot Maine will be
Harvie. Mrs. Edith Bickford. Mrs Joey Godfrey and Ivy Smal’ held Monday night at the McLain
Donr.a Lermond. Mrs. Evelyn La- Special guests were h< r brothers. PTA meeting when pupils from the
subpiimary through thc fourth
gonegio. Mrs Haze. Pierson, Mrs. Billy and Alan Philbrook.
grades will exhibit animate and
Anna
Varricchio, and Harriet
inanimate objects which has taken
Beaton.
from
Donald Go-ss returned
several months of preparation as
Friday
night
| Evanston.
Ill .
a result of increased interest in
Newest styles in Fur Capes, ' where he has te -n
attending
science. Principal Donald Parker
Coats and Dresses. Lucien K. school in the interests of Crie’s
will act as moderator for a science
Green and Son.
33-05 Hardware. Inc
par.el with students from the fifth
and sixth grades as panel mem
Mi>. Sabra Boland and Mrs.
Telephone 76 for all social Items,
bers. Refreshments will be served i
guests
parties, etc., for The Ercel Robishaw weie honored at by the subprimary room mothers 1
Courier-Gazette, Mrs.
Margaret a surprise stork showe r Wednes and members of the executive 1
Winchenbaugh. 161 Limerock St., day evening at the meeting of board.
Bocial reporter.
tf the Firemen’s Auxiliary at the
Fire Station.
They were pre
Mis. Merle Jordan and children
sented with stork cakes made by of Hebron are weekend guests of
Films Developed
the
president.
Mrs.
Virginia her parents. Mi. and Mis. Elmo
Knight and gifts from th« mem Crozier. Hill sti < • t.
t.M. IRGKn
LX -.11 MBO PKI>Ts
bers.
At the business meeting
IN ALBIMb
preceding it was voted to pur
Mis. Naomi Farrar was in
18 EXP. wu- — 1« EXP.
20 EXP. I.«IO — 30 tXP 1.7S
chase additional dishes and silver charge of the social meeting of
KOUACOLOK DKV ELOPING
to make up 250 place settings for the Emblem Club Thursday night
Al l KOI I * W| E.A< II
OVERMZK PRINTS Ke EACH
a yearly project.
Mrs. Louise and conducted a swap party and
SEND LOR PRICE IJf»T FOR
Thomas was appointed chairman several quiz games which provid
EKTACHKOML — A\'< OC IIIMllIL
KOO A< IIKOML
of the bylaws committee. Arti ed much entertainment for mem
REMIT WITH COIN OK CHECK
ficial resspe ration was demon bers. Refreshments were served
DELUX PHOTO SERVICE
strated by John Heald and re by Mrs. Farrar and Mrs. Ellen
BOX 519
BAK II AKItOK. ME.
freshments were served by Mrs. Ro< s. A past presidents’ supper
SH-tf
will precede the April 3 business
Kay York.
meeting with Mrs. Marguerite
Brewer as chairman. Fred Per
kins of radio station WRKD will be
gu»-st speaker at the April 17 so
. cial meeting.

8
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American Legion Auxiliary will
meet Tuesday at th» Legion home
for a 6.30 supper with Mrs. Helmi
Morang as chaiiman.

Theta Rho Girls met Thuisday
night at the Odd Fellows Hall and
elected Susan Eaton as the new
president.
Other newly elected
officers were: Eunice Winslow,
vice president; Nancy O’Brien, re
cording secretary; financial sec
retary, Helen Winslow; treasurer.
Lorraine Beal. The new officers
will be installed in a semi-public
installation on April 3 with rela
tive- and friends invited to attend
Bonnie Rackiiff will act as in
stalling officer assisted by Ruth
Ann Jackson as marshal. Susan
Eaton and Eunice Winslow will be
in charge of refreshments. It was
announced during the business
meeting, the Joint Youth Commit
tee Conference which was post
poned because of bad weather will
be held in Waterville on March 30.
It was decided to conduct a tag
day to benefit thc Cystic Fibrosis
project with a meeting at the hall
on Tuesday evening to prepare
tags. Donations were made to the
Easter Seal Drive.

Miss Judith

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rackiiff

of Rockland announce the engage

ment of their eldest daughter. Ju

dith

Uzzell Photo
Mi*s Judith Anne C hilds

Elaine

Rackiiff

to

Gerald

Harjula. son of Mr. and Mrs. Wil-

Mr. and Mrs. Edward L. Childs Honor Society member, and is
of Rockland announce the engage Worthy Advisor of the Rockland "Pure As the
Assembly for Girls. She is em
ment of their daughter. Miss Ju
ployed as an operator at the New Driven Snow"
dith Anne Childs to Albert W. Hal
England Tel. & Tel. Co.
Strikes Twelve
lowell. son of Mi. and Mrs. Frank
Mr. Hallowell is a graduate of
G. Hallowell of Thomaston.
A Thomaston High School, class of
The Knox County Theatre Guild
June 21st wedding is planned.
1955 and the U. 3. Coast Guard
served an enthusiastic audience a
Miss Childs is a graduate of School of Engineering at Groton.
Rockland High School, class of Conn., and is now stationed in goodly portion of corn and ham in
the production of the farce melo
1957 where she was a National Rockland.
drama. “Pure As the Driven

Bridal Announced

North PTA To

Hear Pattern of

School Areas
“School Areas” will be the sub

ject of a discussion to be held at

the regular March meeting of the
North School Parent-Teacher As

sociation Monday evening at 7.30.
Keith Crockett, director of the
School Plant Division of the State

Department

of

Education,

and

Bruce Kinney.’ superintendent of
Rockland-Rockport

outline

j

’
Mrs. Colby Curtis
The

marriage ol Colby Curtis,

seaman first class USN of Port
land

and

Donna

Miss

I

T> xann

Verge, also of Portland h e- been |

announced.
The couple were
married in Portland D< - . 31.
The bridegroom is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Curtis of
State
street.
Portland
* His
mother is the former Grace
Brackett of Rockland. H»- i- pre
sently' stationed at Pensacola,
Fla.
The bride ts a Portland High
School student and th»- daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph S. Verge
of She},b y street. Portland

Garden Clubs To

Meet At Orono
The 12th annual Garden Club
Federation of Maine Day. 9 a. m.
to 4 p. m. April 2, at the Univer
sity of Maim- during the 51st an
nual Farm and Homo Week, wili
includ* programs and demonstra
tions of interest to all guests ou
th*- campus.
Miss Anr.e
F. Hodgkins of

GIGANTIC RUMMAGE SALE
SATURDAY. » - IJ M.
403 Main St., Former Address
Children’s Specialty Shop
(Sponsored by R. If. S.
Washington < lub)

IT S

TIME

will

schools,

organizational

Ear.-pwell and New York City,
ti di ration president, is assisted
in arranging the day's program
by a federation committee work
ing in cooperation with the uni
versity committee from the Col
lege of Agriculture.
Assisting
Miss Hodgkins are Piof. Roger
Clapp ol Orono, associate profes
sor of horticulture who is Garden
Federation chairman of landscape
design; Eilword D. Johnson of
Augusta
and Monmouth, stata
horticulturist. State Department
of Agriculture, who is fed* ration
chairman of horticulture; and
Mrs. Clyde M. Lcugre, Bangor
florist and federation secretary. j
Members of th<
federation's
board of directois will meet with
Miss Hodgkins at the university's
Balcntine Hall the evening of
April 1.
This meeting will be
preceded by a dinner for ail
Garden Club members.
Reservations for overnight ac-1
commodations should be made im-j
mediately with Miss Velma K.
Oliver. Housing Office. University
of Maine.

Ev«-n th*- fellow who buries the
hatchet may have a hidden wea
pon.

REMODEL
But if YOl have a yen to
he
building something
don't be afraid of criti
cism—go ahead and DO
IT-YOl RSEI.F. You can
cull on ua for help with
Plans. Ideas, Tools and
Materials. Aad for any
BKMODIXINO JOB you
eaa pay by the month oa
FHA terms.

PASSMORE LUMBER COMPANY
"By the Arch - Where There's Plenty of Parking Space"

UNION ST.

TEL CEdar 6-2330

CAMDEN, ML

mother. Mis. Hattie Wotton, Tues
Willie Thompson of Thomaston,
day.
Mis. Thelma Benner of Waldoboro,
Black anil Gay canning factory Mrs. Dora Mark of Rockland. Mrs.
has opened in Thomaston, with Earl Mills and daughter Patty and
women from this vicinity being em Mrs. Bessie Vanr.ah of Thomaston,
ployed there.
and Mrs. Kenneth Winchenbach
Adiian Butler has employment called on Mrs. Clayton Oliver at
ir. Appleton.
the Dennison Nursing Home Tues
Mis. Gay Payson, Mr. and Mrs. day afternoon.

steps

necessary in creating a school
area.
Following their presenta
tion. there wiil be a question and
answer period.
An invitation has been extended
to parents and teachers of Tyler
School students to attend the
meeting.
Hostesses for the evening will
bc Mrs. Sebastian Groder, Mrs.
Clayton Bitler. Mis. Robert Varn<*y and Mrs. Milton Rollins.

TO

“Does it bother you to have
someone look over youi shoul
der while you work?”

the

Snow.” at the Community Building
Wednesday' and Thursday.
Two minor characters nearly
stole the show. Bumbling, lazy,
Laurance Haynes in his first ex
perience before Rockland audi
ences was joyful and competent.
Shapely Joyce Champlin in her
characterization of the arrogant
and predatory rich girl was an
outstanding scene stealer.
The hero. Leander Longfellow,
as played by Harold Look. Jr.,
was delightiul and convincingly
corny. The heroine, Purity Dean,
played by Sue Look overcame the
author’s redundancy of Victorian
cliche, making virtue almost a

Knox County Postmaster*

held
their
regular
scheduled
monthly meeting in the mural
room of the Thorndike Hotel Wed
nesday evening with 26 Postmasters
and guests present, including a
delegation from Lincoln County,
after a chicken and roast beef din
ner served by the hotel manage
ment. Thc meeting was called to
order by O. V. Drew, president,
a business meeting and discussion,
of Postal problems followed.
The Lincoln County Postmasters,
headed by Postmaster Eleanor
Foss, presented a plan for the joint
Knox-Lincoln meeting which will
he held in Boothbay Harbor April
16th. at which time officers will be
elected for thc Lincoln County or
ganization.
For the May meeting. Post
master Cyril Hopper of Lincoln
ville proposed the annual dinner
at the Beach Inn at Lincolnville
Beach, the Sunday before Mother's
Day. The State Convention will bc
held in Presque Isle In early June,
and for July, Postmaster Hildred
Rider extended an invitation to
meet at her cottage on Lake Me
gunticook.
After the meeting. Edward Coffin
E. Rackiiff
of Owls Head showed slides taken
liam Harjula of Thomston.
by the Borgersons and David Pol
Miss Rackiiff attended the Rock
lock of the convention trip to Los
land schools and is employed by
Angeles last year and also some
Woolworth’s.
Mr. Harjula is in
highly interesting scenes taken by
the dairy business.
himself on a round thc world tour
A spring wedding is planned.
a few years ago.
The guest list showed the follow
bore with a sparkling and winsome
ing as being present: Mr. and Mrs.
performance.
Edward Coffin. Beryl Borgerson,
The audience, aided by’ signs de
and Mr. and Mrs. Allen Borgerson
vised by John Sulides, joined in
1 of Owls Head: Mr. and Mrs. David
the fun with appropriate hisses
Pollock of South Thomaston; Rena
for the villain. George Sleeper, and
Higgins and Eleanor Foss of Boothwith cheers and applause for thc
' bay Harbor; Mr. and Mrs. Kemp
worthy characters.
Hawkins of St. George; Mrs. HiiA modest fund has accrued for
dred Rider of Rock;>ort; O. V. Drew
the Wading Pool Project of the
of Vinalhaven; Ruth Barrows of
Citizens Recreation Committee.
Glen Cove; Harriet Orchard of
West Southport; Ora S. Dodge of
LAWRY AND MARTIN’S PT. Squirrel Island; James Conncllan
Mis. Elliot Wotton and Mis. of Rockland; Kenneth and Marjorie
Stanley Simmons called on their Bennett of East Union; Margaret
grandmother. Mrs. Hattie Wotton. Andrews and Ellen Thorndike of
at the Dennison Nursing Home in Wist Rockport; Lottie Ewell of
Waldoboro Monday. Mr. and Mrs. Rockville; and Mr. and Mrs. Cyril
Dwight Wotton called on his Hopper of Lincolnville.

KIWANIS

BETTER HOME & LIVING SHOW
MARCH 24-25
ROCKLAND

COMMUNITY BUILDING

AFTERNOON AND

EVENING

EXHIBITS OF THE LATEST IN

MODERN HOME FURNISHING and DECORATING
APPLIANCES* FOOD PRODUCTS - POWER TOOLS
BOATS - ORTBOARDS - MARINE EQUIPMENT
HOME COOKED FOOD SOLD AT 8 P M.

BOTH EVENINGS

Door Prizes—Free Merchandise
Donation: 25c to Rockland Kiwanis Club Charity Fund
2to5P.M.

7 to 10 P.M.
3W5

